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Abstract 
Antenna arrays have the abihty to process signals in both space and time domains, 
and this enables an increase in the performance, quality of service and capacity 
of the wireless communication systems. However, errors in the knowledge of 
the array parameters impair the abilities of the array. The main objective of 
this research is to design enhanced calibration algorithms for the estimation and 
elimination of antenna array uncertainties/errors. Both small and large aperture 
arrays are investigated. 
The study initially starts with a mathematical model of the array manifold 
and signal vector in the presence of uncertainties. Considering small aperture ar-
rays operating in a multipath direct-sequence code division multiple access (DS-
CDMA) environment, the manifold model is extended to the spatio-temporal 
array (STAR) manifold. Innovative cahbration algorithms are designed for far-
field sources involving plane wave propagation models of the incoming signals. 
The calibration technique is designed as a combination of pilot calibration meth-
ods, which use the known parameters of the received signals in estimating the 
array parameters, and self calibration methods, which employ iterative minimi-
sation algorithms in estimating both the array and source parameters, and also 
considers the multipath propagation which occurs in a typical DS-CDMA channel 
setup. Space-time channel estimation techniques are included in the calibration 
process. The algorithms are proposed to estimate and eliminate array location, 
gain and phase uncertainties, as well as uncertainties due to mutual coupling. 
A study is then carried out on extending the calibration algorithms to Multiple-
Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) array systems, and methods are designed for the 
calibration of multiple antenna array configurations at both the transmitter and 
receiver. 
Finally, the investigation considers spherical wave propagation models of near-
field sources, for large aperture arrays and/or when the source is surrounded by 
the array antennas. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The demand for wireless communication services has increased considerably over 
the years, and with this increase comes the need for techniques capable of pro-
viding the high data rate services. Antenna arrays have the inherent ability to 
process signals in both 'space' and 'time', spatially separating and isolating signals 
from other co-channel signals and interferences present. This leads to improved 
performance in signal detection and source separation, due to the detection and 
resolution capabilities of arrays. 
However, array techniques require precise knowledge of the system parameters 
for optimum performance. Array uncertainties, due to the deviation of the true 
array characteristics or parameters from their nominal values, introduce errors 
into the system which, if ignored, would degrade the performance of the system 
either slowly or abruptly. The uncertainties result from a number of factors such 
as ageing of sensor components, drift, mutual coupling, thermal effects, changes 
in the environmental conditions, imposed movements, etc. 
Calibration techniques are devised to estimate the array parameters, and 
hence, eliminate the array uncertainties. 
This chapter presents an introduction to the array calibration issues, and the 
purpose and main objectives of this research. It presents an overview of array sys-
tems, multiple access systems, and, also, the effects of array uncertainties/errors 
and the need for calibration. It also discusses array calibration related issues and 
covers an extensive literature overview on past research undertaken in this field. 
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1. Introduction 16 
1.1 The Array System 
An array consists of a number of sensors (electromagnetic devices such as RF 
antenna, optical receivers, or acoustic transducers such as hydrophones and geo-
phones) distributed in the 3-dimensional Cartesian space, with a common ref-
erence point [1]. The type of sensor used depends on the system application. 
Arrays are increasingly being used in both civihan and mihtary systems. Civihan 
applications include: 
• Mobile communication systems, such as third generation (3G) systems and 
beyond, and new space-time array communication systems; 
• Monitoring and surveillance of complex technical array systems, such as 
manufacturing plants, urban traffic monitoring array systems, service sys-
tems, weather; 
• Patient monitoring array systems for hospitals (biomedicine, bio-array sig-
nal processing); 
• Geological surveying; 
• Array systems for air traffic control; 
while they find use in military systems such as: 
• radar systems, including phased array radars; 
• sonar and navigation systems. 
Array processing, generally, involves obtaining information about a signal 
environment, consisting of a number of emitting sources plus noise, from the 
waveforms received. The general processing problems encountered by an array 
system include: 
• detection (the number of sources), 
• estimation (the various parameters, such as direction of arrival, signal and 
noise power, etc.), and, 
• reception (receiving the desired signal and suppressing unwanted signals as 
well as other forms of interferences). 
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These processing problems can be solved by applying appropriate process-
ing algorithms to the received signal or the covariance matrix of the received 
signal. The array data covariance matrix formed from the received signals, con-
tains all the geometrical information about the sources with respect to the array 
reference point. Direction finding techniques, such as maximum-hkelihood and 
signal subspace methods, employ the use of arrays to resolve signals especially as 
they provide improved performance in direction of arrival (DOA) estimation of 
incoming signals. Signal subspace techniques, such as the Multiple Signal Clas-
sification (MUSIC) algorithm [2] which is the most widely used, are based on an 
eigenstructure decomposition of the data covariance matrix of the received data 
at the array. 
Several factors to take into account when designing an array system, important 
factors which would influence the performance of the system adversely, include 
the geometry of the array, the number of sensor elements, the number of sensors 
with 'uncertainties' and their specific location within the array geometry. 
The heart of any array application is the arrangement (or geometry) of its 
sensors, as this plays a great role in its operation, on the system performance, and 
also, on the effects of array uncertainties/errors. The collective information from 
the group of sensor elements provides more information, than a single receiving 
element, about a transmitting source such as the source range, DOA and location. 
This spatial information can be mathematically modelled by the array manifold 
vector, and hence, the array manifold is shaped or influenced by the positioning 
of the sensors. The array manifold can be defined as the locus of response vectors 
over a feasible set of signal parameters. Array processing algorithms normally 
involve searching for response vectors which satisfy a given criterion. Hence, an 
array's geometry is influential on its overall abnormalities and capabilities, such 
as detection and resolution. 
The required application also determines the array geometry, as this would 
depend on the shape and size of the array site, such as an aircraft's wing, a 
building rooftop, a terrain, etc., or on the sector of interest, fleld-of-view (FOV), 
which in turn determines the parameter space. The general parameter space is 
given by = {(0,^) : 9 e [0°, 360°) and </> € (—90°, 90°)}, with 6 denoting the 
azimuth angle, measured anti-clockwise from the positive x-axis, and (j) the el-
evation angle, measured anti-clockwise from the x-y plane. Due to restrictions 
on power consumption, it is desirable to restrict the FOV to only that required, 
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hence simphfying many algorithms and reducing the computational load. Arrays 
can be grouped as [1]: 
1. 1-dimensional (ID) or linear arrays, which consist of a one-dimensional 
distribution of the sensors along a line, conventionally taken as the x-axis. 
They are incapable of distinguishing directions which are symmetric with 
respect to the array line, and the parameter space is restricted to 0 = 
{{9,4>) : 9 e[0°, 180°) and 0 = 0°}. The most popular type in this group is 
the uniform linear array (ULA), which has sensors uniformly spaced at one 
half-wavelength apart along the x-axis. 
2. 2-dimensional (2D) or planar arrays, where the sensor elements are posi-
tioned along the x-y plane. These arrays give a full azimuthal FOV but 
with some elevation discrimination, and cannot distinguish between direc-
tions which are symmetric with respect to the array plane. The parameter 
space is given as (6) : ^  E [0°, 360°) and ^ G [0°, 90°)}. Array struc-
tures of this kind include the grid, X, Y, L-shaped, uniform circular arrays 
(UCA), with UCA being the most popular as it presents uniform perfor-
mance over the azimuthal space, owing to its symmetry. 
3. 3-dimensional (3D) arrays have a FOV that spans the entire parameter 
space, and they present the best resolving power. However, this group 
of arrays are hardly encountered, as the algorithms employed would be 
computationally expensive. ID and 2D arrays have proved to be sufficient 
in most applications. 
Research has been carried out to investigate the performance of the various 
array geometries. The positioning of the sensors has also been found to be in-
fluential on the sensitivity of arrays to micertainties and ambiguities. In [3], the 
authors studied the impact of sensor positioning on the array manifold. They 
employed differential geometry in analysing the importance of each sensor, based 
on its location, and analysed its effect on the shape of the manifold, and hence, 
developed a criterion for assessing an overall geometry. Investigations carried out 
in [4, 5] employed differential geometry and the authors analysed the manifold 
of 2D and 3D arrays. The manifold surface was mapped onto a real plane, while 
maintaining the properties of the original manifold. This analysis has potential 
for providing an insight into array related problems, such as detection, resolu-
tion, ambiguities, and hence, provides new grounds for the design and analysis of 
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array systems. In [6], the authors proposed a design approach to super-resolution 
direction-finding (DF) arrays based on a sensor locator polynomial whose roots 
yield the sensor locations. The results were illustrated with hnear and planar 
arrays. Studies carried out in [7] investigated the role of the array geometry, of 
planar and 3D arrays, on the DOA estimating performance. The authors derived 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for sensor locations such that the array 
has isotropic performance. The investigations in [8, 9] also employed differen-
tial geometry, while in [10], the authors carried out their studies by means of 
cone-angle parameterisation. In [11], the authors analysed the basic properties 
of 3D array geometries and the performance of 3D array systems, while in [12], 
they investigated the effects of uncertainties in a planar antenna array system, 
by employing elements of differential geometry. 
In [13], an assessment was carried out on array robustness and reliability in 
the presence of uncertainties or sensor failures, and this was seen to be dependent 
on the array geometry, and on the importance and position of the affected sen-
sor(s). The study was carried out on various planar array geometries, L-shaped, 
linear, and circular arrays. In [14], the ambiguity problem associated with pa-
rameter estimation was investigated. The authors proposed a framework for the 
classification, identification, and calculation of ambiguous sets of parameters. In 
[15], the issue of resolving manifold ambiguities in subspace-based DF systems 
was also investigated. 
Research carried out in [16] investigated the sensitivity of manifold surfaces 
in the presence of uncertainties. It analysed the manifold shape with respect 
to errors in the sensor locations, evaluating sensor importance, and led to the 
identification of which sensor locations were least or most significant in the array 
geometry, and hence, to the array design. 
1.2 Wireless Array Communication Systems 
Arrays are increasingly being used in wireless communications services. Figure 
1.1 shows a simple diagram of an array system. The received data signal vector, 
x{t), at the output of an array operating in the presence of a number of co-
channel emitting sources, consists of the individual outputs from each antenna, 
hence the diversity. This diversity has led to array techniques also being referred 
to as advanced space diversity techniques. 
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Figure 1.1; An JV-element antenna array system. 
Diversity techniques can be defined as techniques that, by selection or a com-
bination scheme, improve the reliability of a message signal by utilising two or 
more copies of the signal with varying degrees of noise and/or interference. This 
achieves a higher degree of message-recovery performance than that achievable 
by any one of the individual copies. Diversity schemes are widely used in com-
munication systems [17, 18]. The diversity provided by array techniques has also 
led to an increase in the use of antenna arrays (or multiple antennas) at both the 
transmitter and receiver - providing either transmit or receive diversity, or both. 
Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) array systems involve the use of an antenna at 
both the transmitter and receiver. Single-Input-Multiple-Output (SIMO) array 
systems involve the use of a single antenna at the transmitter and an antenna 
array (or multiple antennas) at the receiver. The multiple antennas at the re-
ceiver provide receive diversity, and is also helpful in combatting channel fading. 
Processing multiple copies of the signal (same transmitted data) received at the 
array leads to a more reliable reception. When multiple arrays are employed 
at the transmitter, it provides transmit diversity. Multiple-Input-Single-Output 
(MISO) array systems involve the use of an antenna array (or multiple antennas) 
at the transmitter and a single antenna at the receiver, while Multiple-Input-
Multiple-Output (MIMO) array systems involve the use of an antenna array (or 
multiple antennas) at both the transmitter and receiver. 
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1.2.1 A n t e n n a A r r a y Communica t ion Sys tems 
In mobile communications, antenna arrays have the ability to provide spatial 
separation of one user's incoming signal, and its isolation from the other sig-
nals present. Hence enhancing its reception whilst simultaneously suppressing 
interference from the other signals, and thereby providing improvements in ca-
pacity enhancement, interference cancellation, resolution. This also facilitates 
in reducing the effects of factors such as channel uncertainties and multipath 
channel effects (where the paths arrive at the antenna array via different DOAs). 
These properties enable array techniques to provide a better performance over 
techniques such as multiple access techniques. Code Division Multiple Access 
(CDMA) techniques are based upon spread-spectrum signals which are distin-
guished by the characteristics that the total signalling bandwidth is significantly 
greater than the information bandwidth [19, 20]. 
Spread spectrum (SS) systems are generally classified as direct-sequence (DS) 
and frequency-hopping (FH). Direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS) employ 
the application of a pseudo-noise (PN) code in signal generation, by shifting the 
carrier phase pseudo-randomly within the duration of a transmitted symbol. Each 
carrier phase generates a signal with a time span that is a fraction of a symbol 
period, called a chip. Frequency-hopping spread-spectrum (FH-SS) operates by 
subdividing the channel bandwidth into a number of frequency slots and, for 
each particular chip interval, the transmitted signal occupies a single slot chosen 
in a pseudo-random manner. Both systems tend to handle interference in their 
own way. While DS-SS systems average interference across the entire signalling 
bandwidth, FH-SS systems attempt to avoid interference. 
In Single-carrier DS-CDMA (SC-DS-CDMA) multiuser systems, the available 
bandwidth, centred on a common carrier frequency, is shared simultaneously by 
the multiple users. Each user is assigned a unique PN-code (short or long code). 
In short code systems, the same pattern of pseudo-random carrier phase shifts 
are present for every symbol transmitted from a particular user; while for long 
code, a different pattern of phase shifts occurs over many sequential symbols. 
Regardless of whether short or long codes are used, the bandwidth occupied by 
the DS-SS system, in multiples of that required by a conventional system with the 
same symbol rate, is specified by the number of phase shifts per symbol period 
which is known as the processing gain. 
Multicarrier CDMA (MC-CDMA) systems have attracted attention in the 
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field of wireless communications. The MC-CDMA modulation and multiple-
access techniques draw on the concepts of SC-DS-CDMA combined with the 
idea of transmitting signals in parallel over multiple subcarriers [21]. These sys-
tems are based on a combination of CDMA schemes and Orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) signaUing. OFDM is a parallel data transmission 
scheme in which high data rates can be achieved by transmitting orthogonal sub-
carriers [22]. Although this introduces enhanced diversity performance, there is 
the possibility of self-interference between subcarriers and hence greater multi-
ple access interference (MAI). The insertion of guard intervals (GI) is introduced 
to reduce intersymbol interference (ISI) and intercarrier interference (ICI). The 
parallel transmission of low-rate subchannels is preceded by a serial-to-parallel 
conversion, resulting in an extended symbol period and hence code synchronisa-
tion is made easier. 
CDMA antenna array systems combine the application of CDMA techniques 
with array techniques, for improved performance. However, these systems are 
susceptible to multipath. Spectral and temporal separation capabilities of the 
array are employed to receive the desired signal and path, and suppress MAI and 
ISI due to the multipath. In [23], the authors proposed a subspace-based blind 
DS-CDMA array channel estimator to jointly estimate the spatio-temporal multi-
path channel parameters of the desired user. The concept of the Spatio-Temporal 
Array (STAR) manifold was employed in deriving a subspace-type estimation al-
gorithm, in conjunction with a one-dimensional temporal smoothing procedure, 
capable of handling multipath delay spreads which are comparable to the data 
symbol period. In [24], a subspace-based blind DS-CDMA array receiver was pro-
posed for the uplink. The authors presented a novel pre-processor to deal with 
the multipath problem. 
1.2.2 Ar ray -Based Posi t ioning Techniques 
The capabihty of an array to estimate the range, as well as the DOA, of a source 
can be exploited in tracking or localisation problems. This is very useful in mo-
bile communications and military systems, where it is desirable to locate users of 
mobile applications. Several wireless localisation schemes have been considered 
in the literature. The wireless environment suffers from various conditions which 
makes localisation challenging. In [25], the authors discussed signal process-
ing techniques in Network-Aided Positioning. Network-Based Wireless Location 
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techniques were presented in [26]. 
The positioning techniques can be classified as Direction Finding and Ranging-
based. These methods could be mobile-based, with measurements made at the 
mobile device, or network-based, with measurements made at a basestation (BS) 
and sent to a data fusion stage. 
In Direction Finding positioning systems, the Angle of Arrival (AOA) of the 
signal is estimated. An advantage of the AOA or DOA method is that it does not 
require clock synchronisation and requires less number of BSs/Nodes, however, 
it usually requires accurate line-of-sight between the transmitter and receiver. 
Ranging-based approaches are a function of the distance between the target 
and the anchor nodes. They can be classified as Time-based and Received Signal 
Strength (RSS)-based. For Time-based methods [27], the Time of Arrival (TOA) 
or Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) of the signal is estimated. Signal measure-
ments are made to or from a base station, and combined in a range estimation 
manner. In RSS-based methods, estimation of the distance is calculated by mea-
suring the voltage of the received signal at one receiver, relying on a path loss 
model. There are advantages as well as drawbacks in using any of these tech-
niques, and most localisation algorithms are based on one or a combination of two 
of these techniques [28]. The disadvantages of the TOA and TDOA methods are 
that TOA methods require clock synchronisation between mobile and basestation 
while TDOA methods require tight clock synchronisation between the BSs. The 
accuracy of both are dependent on the symbol rate, which in turn affects the 
range estimation. 
A positioning technique has been proposed in [29] for source localisation in 
mobile positioning systems, where a collection of receiving elements were grouped 
to form a large aperture wireless array. The approach was based on an analysis 
of the ratio of signal eigenvalues. A relationship between the ranges and the 
eigenvalues was obtained by repeatedly selecting an alternative reference point 
for data collection. In [30], this technique was extended to a multipath CDMA 
environment. 
Arrays are also being applied in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) where each 
node is equipped with an on-board antenna array [31]. Communications in ar-
rayed WSNs can be considered in two scenarios. Each node can carry out 1) 
Node-to-node communications, where the nodes communicate via their antenna 
arrays; and 2) Wireless array-to-wireless array communications, where a collec-
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tion of nodes are grouped to form a wireless array, with each node array acting 
as a single element in the wireless array, and the geometry of the wireless array 
determined by the location of the nodes. In [32], the positioning technique of [29] 
has been applied in WSN localisation, where the sensor elements form a large 
array. 
Sensor networks are increasingly being used in both civilian and military ap-
plications. WSNs generally consist of a network of nodes distributed, either in 
fixed or random locations, in space, with the main aim of monitoring an environ-
ment by detecting events of interest. This is usually done by communicating with 
other nodes, and with the main controller. In order for the nodes to provide these 
required services, they will need to have knowledge of their positions as well as 
knowledge of the positions of other nodes around. To achieve this, a node needs 
to be equipped to estimate its location as well as the location of other nodes or 
objects in the environment. It would be too expensive to equip each node with 
Global Positioning System (GPS) capabilities, hence other means are needed to 
obtain the locations. Accurate localisation that exploits the nodes' capabilities 
can increase the performance of the network in many aspects. 
The authors in [33] presented an overview of the issues concerned with sen-
sor networks. These localisation techniques have been applied in node location 
estimation of WSN nodes. In WSNs, it would be cumbersome to achieve synchro-
nisation between the nodes in an unattended network. In addition to the nodes 
being placed at unknown locations, there is also unknown node orientation. Lo-
calisation is carried out using nodes of known location, known as beacons, and 
once a node estimates its location, it in turn becomes a beacon. In [34], mani-
fold learning algorithms were proposed where sensor data was used in providing 
estimates of the positions. 
The time-based methods, TOA and TDOA, do not provide information as to 
the orientation of the nodes. However, with AOA methods further processing can 
be employed to provide information as to the orientation of the nodes. In [35, 36], 
a self-localising and auto-calibration algorithm, for estimating the location and 
orientation of a set of deployed sensor nodes, was presented. It employed the use of 
signals, with known or unknown emission times, arriving from sources deployed 
at the scene, at known or unknown locations, and operated by estimating the 
time-of-arrival and direction-of-arrival. 
However, when the sensor nodes are displaced from their known positions, er-
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rors in the initial location estimates would lead to errors in the estimated source 
locations, and hence errors in the estimated sensor node locations. In addition, 
when a large aperture wireless array is formed, errors in the initial location esti-
mates would also lead to errors in the estimated source locations. 
1.3 Array Calibration Issues 
In this section, array uncertainties/errors and array calibration techniques are 
discussed. 
1.3.1 A r r a y Uncer ta in t i es 
An array can suffer from uncertainties/errors which could significantly degrade 
the performance of the system, either slowly or abruptly, if not taken into account. 
These uncertainties could result from a number of factors such as ageing of sensor 
components, drift, mutual coupling, thermal effects, changes in the environmental 
conditions, imposed movements, etc.; and can be grouped as: 
• Geometrical uncertainties include those due to errors or unknowns in the 
location parameters of the array geometry. 
During an array installation process, or in a case where an array is being 
relocated, there is the slight possibility of sensor elements not being placed 
exactly at their expected (nominal) positions. This would introduce an error 
in the assumed geometrical parameters. Geometrical errors could also arise 
in scenarios of unknown geometry and location parameters, such as wireless 
sensor networks, and also in systems which involve time-varying geometries, 
such as battlefield monitoring arrays, airborne arrays, or floating arrays. A 
wrong estimation of these parameters (where an estimation technique has 
been apphed) would lead to geometrical errors. 
• Electrical uncertainties are caused by errors or unknowns in the gain and 
phase parameters. 
The closeness of certain interfering objects (such as a metallic object) to an 
array's electromagnetic field would cause interference, resulting in errors in 
the nominal gain and phase parameters. Likewise, errors are also introduced 
when these parameters are unknown and/or wrongly estimated. 
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• Mutual coupling occurs when the elements are not completely isolated from 
each other and re-radiate part of their received signal to neighbouring sen-
sors. This affects the estimation of system parameters, and also introduces 
spherical waves in a system where plane wave signals arrive at the array. 
• Other types of uncertainties include uncertainties associated with the source 
location such as the distance of source to array and the DO A of the signal, 
polarisation, the occurrence of multipath (especially in wireless communi-
cation systems), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the size of available data 
samples (which leads to an error in the estimation of the array data covari-
ance matrix), and ambiguities (the inability of the array to distinguish one 
subset of parameters from another). 
A sensitivity analysis on the MUSIC algorithm was performed in [37], while 
in [38], the authors analysed the performance of a subspace beamformer and the 
MUSIC algorithm in the presence of sensor position errors. In [39, 40], the authors 
analysed the effects of model errors on the resolution and estimation performance 
of MUSIC. The authors in [41, 42] also analysed the effects of modelling errors 
on the MUSIC and multidimensional algorithms. These were shown to have 
detrimental effects on these algorithms. 
Figure 1.2 illustrates the detrimental effects of array uncertainties on the per-
formance of a DF array system, employing the MUSIC algorithm. The figure 
depicts the performance of a 7-element linear array, of half-wavelength spac-
ing, operating in the presence of three uncorrelated far-field sources at (30°, 0°), 
(35°,0°) and (140°,0°). The array consists of elements with identical nominal 
electrical characteristics (unity gain and zero phase). The array location and 
gain errors were assumed to be less than 10% of the nominal values, and the 
phase errors were assumed to be within ±10° of the nominal values. The SNR 
is 30 dB. From the figure, it is apparent that in the presence of array errors the 
DF array system fails to identify the true signal environment, while the results 
when the array is fully cahbrated highlights the importance of eliminating the 
errors. It can also be observed that for two sources located close together, in the 
presence of uncertainties, the array fails to detect this. 
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Figure 1.2: Direction finding in the presence of geometrical and electrical errors. 
1.3.2 Ar ray Cal ibra t ion Techniques 
This section presents existing calibration techniques designed to tackle the pres-
ence of one or more uncertainties. Attempts to tackle the problem of uncer-
tainties have been investigated and carried out by using calibration techniques. 
These techniques are devised to estimate the array parameters by employing 
the use of calibrating signals. They can be described as source-dependent and 
source-independent techniques. In source-independent techniques, signals trans-
mitted by the array sensors can be employed to estimate the array uncertainties. 
These methods are applicable in large aperture arrays and towed arrays. Source-
dependent methods require the use of the calibration signals transmitted from 
calibrating sources, which could be far-field or near-field sources. These methods 
can further be grouped as pilot calibration (employing sources at known location) 
and self calibration (employing sources at unknown locations) techniques. 
Pilot calibration methods employ the use of pilot transmitting sources of 
known parameters. The known parameters of the received signals, such as the 
location or bearing parameters of the source to the sensor, are used in estimating 
the array parameters. In [43], a pilot calibration technique for planar arrays in 
the presence of location, gain and phase errors was proposed. The investigations 
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were carried out by employing the use of far-field sources at known locations. 
While this method gives excellent performance with respect to geometrical and 
electrical errors, it does not include mutual coupling. This is included in [44], 
where the authors model and estimate the mutual coupling between sensor el-
ements, giving rise to the mutual coupling matrix (MCM). Work done in [45] 
involved the investigation and compensation of the effects of mutual coupling 
between elements of an array. In [46], an algorithm was proposed for jointly 
estimating mutual coupling, as well as geometrical and electrical uncertainties. 
The authors in [47] proposed a scheme for factory and in-operation calibration of 
ULAs. It involved a steering vector estimation of signals emitted from calibration 
beacons in the far-field. However, the method was designed for ULAs and hence 
not widely applicable. In [48], a procedure was presented for the calibration of 
a smart antenna testbed, with respect to amplitude, phase and mutual coupling. 
Results from field measurements taken to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
method were shown. It was also shown that, in the scenarios considered, the 
effects of amplitude and phase mismatch on the array system's performance was 
much stronger than that of mutual coupling. Work done in [49] examined the 
number and types of sources required, and proposed calibration techniques based 
on a combination of a number of near-field and far-field sources, with at least one 
of the sources being located in the array's near-field. 
These pilot calibration techniques are of great value, and are mainly used for 
the initial calibration of the array. However, the required number of pilot sources 
and the prerequisite of known parameters places a considerable burden on pilot 
calibration methods. 
Self calibration methods do not require the use of sources at known locations, 
and employ iterative minimisation algorithms in estimating both the array and 
source parameters. When there are no assigned pilot sources (or less than the re-
quired number of sources), the estimated DOAs (estimated with inaccurate array 
parameters) are employed. This would result in errors in the array parameters, 
and hence, an iterative calibration algorithm is employed which iterates between 
the DOA estimation and array parameter estimation until an acceptable result 
is reached. However, this introduces the possibihty of estimation errors, as the 
techniques require an initial estimate of the DOA which must be close to the 
actual DOA, otherwise it will result in errors in the estimated array characteris-
tics. These methods also suffer from the computational burden of the required 
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estimation of a large number of sources and parameters. However, an advantage 
is that they can be performed on the 'fly', while the array is operational. 
An overview of self-calibration methods in sensor array processing, based on 
second order statistics, was presented in [50]. The self-calibration method in [51] 
employed a maximum likehhood estimator, while in [52], the authors employed 
an eigenstructure decomposition method. However, these only handled the esti-
mation of geometrical uncertainties and also included a small error assumption. 
The eigenstructure-based algorithms were extended to include arrays with time-
varying geometries in [53], and partially calibrated arrays in [54]. In [55] an 
eigenstructure-based method was presented for direction finding in the presence 
of sensor gain and phase uncertainties, which was extended to include mutual 
coupling in [56]. The authors in [57] proposed an auto-calibration technique 
based on the maximum a posterior (MAP) estimator and the noise subspace fit-
ting (NSF) approach. The method in [58] employed a projection rotating scaling 
(PROS) technique for the steering vector estimation in uncalibrated arrays. In 
[59], the authors compared two types of self-calibration techniques - an iterative 
approach and a multi-dimensional approach. Based on the results, an algorithm 
was proposed which used the multi-dimensional algorithm as an input to the it-
erative approach. This led to an improved performance (as the performance of 
self-calibration algorithms are known to be sensitive to initialisation errors). 
The authors in [60, 61] proposed a procedure for both small and large array 
errors. Work done in [62] also considered self-calibration techniques for DF algo-
rithms, in the presence of sensor position errors, and proposed a technique based 
on the maximisation of the output power from the MUSIC estimator. In [63], the 
calibration techniques considered the efi'ects of mutual coupling and the authors 
proposed a hybrid optimiser based on genetic and gradient-based algorithms. 
The authors in [64] presented an algorithm for gain and phase error cahbration. 
However, this was only for Linear Equi-Spaced (LES) arrays. 
In [65], the authors presented an array sensor location calibration algorithm 
with far-field sources at unknown locations, and partial knowledge of the sensor 
positions, and they also calculated the Cramer Rao Bound (CRB) on the sensor 
location and array shape errors. In [66, 67, 68], the authors considered near-field 
sources at unknown locations. The authors in [69] proposed an algorithm for 
the calibration of sensor arrays in the presence of multipath, which involved the 
solution of a multidimensional optimisation. The manifold was measured from 
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two sources located at different directions. 
The authors in [70] introduced the concept of space equalisation to tackle the 
mutual coupling calibration of digital beamforming (DBF) arrays. They proposed 
a technique based on a combined optimisation method (COM) developed to min-
imise element pattern errors. The space equalisation enabled the arrangement 
of the calibration errors in the space domain, and the errors could be reduced 
to a low level through local optimisation. Calibration of channel gain and phase 
errors, as well as mutual coupling was achieved. 
In [71, 72], a rank-reduction estimator (RARE) was proposed for partly cal-
ibrated arrays composed of several calibrated and identically oriented subar-
rays. The results for both time-invariant and time-varying arrays were com-
pared against bounds, such as the CRB. In [73], the ideas of RARE were fur-
ther developed and a more general subspace-based approach, applicable to partly 
calibrated arrays composed of subarrays of arbitrary geometry and orientation, 
was proposed. This algorithm is also applicable to cases of unknown or partly 
known intersubarray displacements, imperfectly synchronised arrays and inter-
subarray mismatches. Work done in [74] also involved a subspace-based approach 
to RARE. The algorithm enabled simple extensions to 2D DOA estimations. 
In the context of phased arrays, where the issue is not to estimate but iden-
tify uncertainties and compensate for their effect on the array response, some 
investigations have been carried out. In [75], a calibration technique for active 
phased arrays was presented. The method employed the use of a small number 
of passive array elements, dedicated for the calibration process hence facihtating 
active field calibration of the array. The aim was motivated by the consideration 
that errors could be introduced into a previously calibrated system when moved 
from factory to the field. Mutual couphng based calibration was performed and 
measurements were taken in the near field range. The mutual coupling measure-
ments taken in the field were compared with those taken at the factory. In [76], 
the authors considered the calibration of a phased array antenna. A maximum-
likelihood algorithm was employed in a procedure to minimise the number of 
measurements required for the calibration, thus reducing the impact and over-
head on the system. The technique presented in [77] actively calibrated the array, 
taking mutual coupling into account. The authors also discussed the theory of 
auto-calibration, which is useful to identify failed or defective elements so that 
corrective algorithms can be applied. 
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1.4 Research Objectives and Thesis Outline 
This introductory chapter has covered the use of arrays in wireless communication 
systems, and also presented array related issues such as array uncertainties, their 
effects on the array systems, and the need for calibration. There has been some 
research carried out in the area of array calibration, however most have considered 
the various array errors separately, and there is limited research in considering all 
(or most) of the uncertainties simultaneously, and under a common framework. 
Furthermore, there is also limited research on calibration of the array systems 
considered in this thesis, namely, multipath DS-CDMA array systems, MIMO 
array systems, and large aperture arrays. 
In this thesis, we aim to address some of these issues, such as considering 
the array errors simultaneously during the calibration, for the said array sys-
tems, which are widely used. The purpose of this research is motivated by the 
ever increasing need for array systems that operate with high reliability, reduced 
maintenance cost and robust performance, higher than available hitherto. The 
objective is to formulate a design methodology for RF array systems robust to 
array uncertainties and array calibration errors. The consequences will not only 
provide a basis for improved utilisation of arrays, but would also lead to a faster 
expansion and a deeper penetration in both civilian and mihtary applications. 
Research undertaken during the course of this project is novel and challenging. 
The desired outcome is to propose new algorithms for handhng the estimation 
of parameters and the problem of uncertainties/errors in antenna array systems, 
with higher performance than those available hitherto. 
Some underlying issues to be considered include: 
• Investigation of array capabilities in the presence of array uncertainties/errors. 
Special attention will be given to the analysis of array uncertainty effects 
on the accuracy, detection and resolution capabilities of a DF array system. 
• Detecting the presence of array uncertainties and providing automated cal-
ibration algorithms to estimate and then eliminate the array uncertainties. 
• Designing techniques for the calibration of arrays in the presence of mul-
tipath for DS-CDMA array systems - innovative 'hybrid' calibration algo-
rithms will be addressed, involving a mixture of novel self and pilot calibra-
tion, combined in an automated and optimum way. 
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• Extension to include the calibration of MIMO array systems. 
• Designing enhanced self calibration techniques for large aperture arrays. 
• Performance evaluation and demonstration of proposed algorithms against 
simulated scenarios. 
The investigations will be carried out analytically and the work will be sup-
ported by a series of computer implementation studies for verification of the 
analytical results and for providing an understanding of the physical nature of 
the problem. 
Initially a set of criteria will be designed to detect the presence of calibration 
errors and automate the calibration process. 
The general scenarios examined include arrays of small aperture with the 
signal environment in its far-field (plane wave propagation), and large aperture 
arrays with the signal environment in its near-field (spherical wave propagation). 
The organisation of the thesis is as follows: 
In Chapter 2, the concept of the array manifold vector is introduced. The 
mathematical model is based on the plane wave propagation model for signals 
transmitted from far-field sources, and the spherical wave propagation model 
for signals transmitted from near-field sources. This model is then extended to 
include the array uncertainties considered in this thesis. The effects of these 
uncertainties on DOA estimation and DF-based positioning techniques are also 
shown. 
In Chapter 3, array calibration techniques capable of handling location, gain 
and phase uncertainties simultaneously, as well as mutual coupling, are proposed 
for asynchronous CDMA array systems in the presence of multipath. The cal-
ibration techniques involve a hybrid combination of pilot cahbration and self 
calibration techniques, and employ the concept of the STAR manifold vector and 
subspace type channel estimators to provide estimates of the path delays and 
directions, as well as estimating the array errors whilst taking mutual coupling 
effects into consideration. 
In Chapter 4, calibration methods for MIMO array systems are proposed. 
Initially, the MIMO array system is modelled and the manifold is extended to 
include both the transmitter and receiver array manifolds. Calibration techniques 
are then proposed to calibrate the arrays, estimating the array errors, as well as 
improving the direction estimation. 
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In Chapter 5, novel calibration techniques capable of handling location, gain 
and phase uncertainties simultaneously, are proposed for large aperture arrays. 
The proposed calibration techniques include both source-dependent techniques 
(requiring the use of near-field calibration signals) and source-independent tech-
niques (which employ the use of signals transmitted from the array sensors). 
In Chapter 6, we conclude and give directions on further work to be done. 
Chapter 2 
Modelling the Array Manifold 
and Uncertainties 
In this chapter, the concept of the array manifold is introduced. The main aim 
is to build up a comprehensive analytical model that would represent the array 
signal vector and array uncertainties, under a common framework, with emphasis 
given to the types of uncertainties considered in this thesis (namely sensor loca-
tion, gain and phase uncertainties, and those due to mutual couphng). The effects 
of these uncertainties on DOA estimation and DOA-based positioning techniques 
are also shown. 
An array of sensors provides more information, than a single element, about 
a received signal - such as the source range, DOA and location. This spatial 
information can be mathematically modelled by the array manifold vector, which 
can be defined as the locus of response vectors over a feasible set of signal pa-
rameters. Array processing algorithms normally involve searching for response 
vectors which satisfy a given criterion. 
2.1 Modell ing the Array Manifold Vector 
Consider an array of N sensors operating in the presence of M transmitting 
sources, with the array located in the Cartesian space at 
r = [Li) L21 1 LN] ~ G ^ ) (2-1) 
with G denoting the Cartesian coordinates (location) of 
the sensor, VA: = 1, 2, . . . , N. 
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The array manifold vector is a response vector which maps the characteristics 
of the transmitting source (azimuth and elevation angles, frequency of the signal, 
and source range) and the characteristics of the array (geometry, gain and phase) 
on to a vector in an A/^-dimensional complex space, . 
The manifold vector can be modelled based on spherical wave or plane wave 
propagation, determined by the source range p. Let L denote the array aperture, 
A the wavelength of the transmitted signal, Fc the propagation (carrier) frequency 
and c denote the velocity of propagation. For p ~ ^ the source is said to be 
located close to the array near-field border (defined as the Fresnel zone) and the 
spherical wave model is considered. If p 3> ^ the source is said to be located in 
the array far-field (the Fraunhofer zone) and the plane wave model is assumed. 
However, for sources of range p > ^ , but not p the spherical wave 
modelling is usually assumed as they are regarded as being located in the array's 
near-field [1]. 
Consider also that the source is located at (#,, (pi,Pi) (denoting the azimuth, 
elevation angle and range, respectively, of the z^^source with respect to the array 
reference point 0). The array manifold vector for the source is modelled as 
where 
7^  = 1 (g;, 7i2, - - , , (2.3) 
and 
^ ^ ^ [V'n, V'i2, " , , (2.4) 
denote the array gain and phase vectors, respectively. The vector = a (6i, (p^ , p j 
is defined as the source position vector (SPV). The SPV is also known as the 
isotropic manifold vector, i.e. the manifold vector corresponding to isotropic 
antennas. The isotropic manifold vector models the differential delay encountered 
by the signal as it propagates the array, and is dependent on the array geometrical 
characteristics and the characteristics of the source. 
The manifold vector will now be modelled based on the plane wave propaga-
tion model, for signals transmitted from far-field sources, and the spherical wave 
propagation model, for signals transmitted from near-field sources [1, 49, 78]. 
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2.1.1 P l a n e Wave P r o p a g a t i o n M o d e l 
When the source is operating in the array's far-field, the signal arrives at the 
array aa a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The isotropic manifold at the 
source 
direction. 
sensor position 
B 
Figure 2.1: Plane wave propagation of a signal from a far-field source, 
element of the array is given as 
aik = exp {-j27rFcTik), (2.5) 
where r^ k denotes the propagation delay of the signal from the reference point to 
the antenna, equivalent to r^ k = ^ . The source range, is equivalent to the 
distance between the array reference and point A, in Fig. 2.1, and 
Pi — (2.6) 
where 
Ui — u {Si, (f>i) = [cos 9i cos sin di cos (j)^, sin (j)^ , (2.7) 
denotes the unit vector in the direction r_k denotes the coordinates of 
the location of the k^ ^ sensor, and P„. is the projection operator of the vector u .^ 
Due to the properties of P^., i.e. — P„. and P^. = P^, Eqn. 2.6 can be 
rewritten as 
Pi — \lT^^'^^UiLk — \J'£^^uJLk 
= h i u ^ ' \ j L k = ^rlv^ujr,^ 
(2.8) 
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And thus, 
where 
aik = exp \^-j27rFc 
= exp ( - ; & ) , 
t. A 7 /a \ 
hi — k (0%, (f^i) — ^ Ui — y^lkil 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
denotes the wavenumber vector in the direction 
The plane wave propagation model of the array manifold vector for the 
source, 5j = 5 (0%, can now be expressed as 
0 exp exp [2:1,2:2, . . . ,2:N]^&) 
- 0 exp 0 exp . (2.11) 
2.1.2 Spherical Wave P ropaga t ion Model 
Consider now that the source is operating in or close to the array's near-field. 
The signal arrives at the array as a spherical wave, as shown in Fig. 2.2. 
wavefront at reference point 
wavefront at the P sensor 
source 
location 
C/ sensor 
position 
Figure 2.2: Spherical wave propagation of a signal from a near-field source. 
The isotropic manifold at the antenna is given as 
O-ik = f GXp ( ~ j ~ (Pi ~ <^ :k) I , (2.12) 
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where a is a real scalar representing the path loss (its value is determined by the 
assumed propagation characteristics of the communication environment under 
consideration, normally between 1 and 4), and d^ k denotes the range (or Euclidean 
distance) of the source to the sensor 
dik = ll-BCjl = ||rj — Tj^ ll 
= \ / \ \ u f + \ \ r k f - 2 r f r k , (2.13) 
with Tj, E 71^ ^^  representing the coordinates of the location of the source 
and the sensor, respectively. The vector r, can also be expressed as = -^Pik^, 
where p? = and hence, 
dik = ^pf + WLkf -^PiZik- (2.14) 
The spherical wave propagation model of the array manifold vector for the 
source, S_^= ^ (0%, 0 ,^ p j , can now be expressed as 
0 exp 0 (pj,;v 0 d j ' 0 exp , (215) 
where 1^ is an TV-dimensional column vector of ones, and 
d j — \di\i di2i • • • 1 dij\f\ 
= Y pUn + diag (r^r) -
= J p j l N + diag (r^i) - ^PiL^ki- (2.16) 
2.2 Problem Formulation: Array Uncertainties 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the array characteristics are rarely perfectly known 
in realistic situations and have been shown to degrade the performance of the 
array system. The errors^ due to the geometrical and electrical (gain and phase) 
uncertainties are presented next. The mutual coupling effects are also modelled. 
^The true parameters are the sum of the nominal values (denoted by the symboP) and the 
uncertainty or error (denoted as ~). 
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• Array Geometrical and Electrical Uncertainties 
Sensor geometrical uncertainties are due to errors or unknowns in the lo-
cation parameters of the array geometry. The true parameters are given in 
terms of the nominal values and the uncertainties (or deviations from the 
nominal) as 
L = L + L, (2.17) 
where g = [£i_r2) • • • jIat] denotes the nominal sensor positions, and r = 
. . . jZn] represents the uncertainties or errors associated with the 
sensor position. 
The gain and phase parameters are given as 
(2-18) 
(&19) 
where 7^  and denote the nominal gain and phase parameters, respectively, 
7. represents the gain deviation, and represents the phase uncertainties. 
• Uncertainties due to Mutual Coupling 
Mutual coupling occurs when the array elements are not completely isolated 
from each other and re-radiate part of their received signal to neighbouring 
sensors. This affects the estimation of system parameters, and also intro-
duces spherical waves in a system where plane wave signals arrive at the 
array. The effects of mutual coupling between the sensor elements are taken 
into account by the mutual coupling matrix C, and the manifold vector is 
multiplied by this matrix, i.e. Even in cases where the mutual cou-
phng has been previously estimated, there could still be some uncertainty 
in the nominal values. The true MCM then becomes 
(C = (2.S!0) 
• Source Location Uncertainties 
Array processing techniques can be employed in estimating the direction of 
arrival of an impinging signal, and hence the location of a source. However, 
if the nominal array parameters are used in the estimation algorithms, it 
results in directional and source location errors. 
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Uncertainties associated with the source are 
Oi = di + 6i, (2.21) 
& == (2.22) 
Pi — P i P i t (2.23) 
denoting the azimuth, elevation and range parameters, respectively, of the 
source. 
2.3 The Array Signal Vector and Covariance Ma-
trix 
2.3.1 T h e A r r a y Received Signal Vector 
The baseband received signal vector, (t) = [xn (t), (t), • • • , XiN (^)]^, at 
an N element array can be modelled as 
771^  (< - Ti) 
rrii (t - T2) (;t) = 0 + n (t) , (2.24) 
(t - r^ xr) 
where (3^  denotes the channel coefficient which encompasses the eflFects of reflection 
and channel attenuation, n (t) denotes the complex white Gaussian noise vector, 
with zero-mean and covariance matrix (Tpjv? and the noise power P„ = cr^ . If, 
however, the user's signal does not change significantly as it traverses the 
array, a narrowband assumption can be employed. Thus, ti T2 — Tk — tn, 
and the baseband signal vector (t) can then be modelled as 
= A ( c + c ) ( & + & ) m , ( ( - T j + 2 i ( ( ) , (2.25) 
where rrii (t — ti) denotes the baseband signal encompassing the user's data 
aj [n], 5^ denotes the manifold vector associated with the known parameters, and 
denotes the manifold vector associated with the errors. 
For M signals impinging on the array, 
M 
^(t) = 
i=l 
= § diag (P) rn{t) + n (t), (2.26) 
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where 
f § = [5j, ^2, . . . , , 
< ,9 = . . . , , (S!.;;?) 
^ mit) = [mi {t - Ti), m2 (t - Ta),..., tum (t - tm)]^ • 
In order to perform the parameter estimation, we need to estimate the signal 
and noise subspaces from the received signals. These can be obtained by perform-
ing the eigendecomposition on the covariance matrix of the received signal 
vector X (t), where 
(2.28) 
and, its eigendecomposition is given as 
^2 = 
= [Es,E„ [Es,E; H ' n i 
= EgBgEg + EnDfiE^ , (2.29) 
where E represents the space spanned by the eigenvectors of with E^ and 
E„ denoting the signal and noise subspaces, respectively, and the matrix B is a 
diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of on its main diagonal. The matrix B^  
contains the M largest eigenvalues corresponding to the signal subspace, and the 
matrix Bn contains the N — M eigenvalues corresponding to the noise subspace. 
(Note that M < N). 
The matrix Eg has as its columns the M signal eigenvectors and is a basis 
for the signal subspace, while the matrix E„ has as its columns the N — M noise 
eigenvectors and is a basis for the noise subspace. The manifold vector 5 lies in 
the signal space Eg, £ = £ {E^}, however, the signal and noise subspaces are 
mutually orthogonal, hence C {E^} _L C {E„}. This forms a basis for the parame-
ter estimation, which is performed by searching the manifold for the intersection 
with the signal subspace or the complement subspace (noise subspace). For ex-
ample, estimation of the signal direction of arrival can be obtained by searching 
for the 9 that maximises 
f (9) = (<9) va, (2.30) 
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or, alternatively, by searching for the 0 that satisfies 
5(9) = S (9 ) "P£Fs„S(0 ) 
= (2.31) 
where P£Pb„ = Pb,, and ( E n E j ) = I«. 
However, with array errors, the manifold vector formed with the nominal 
array parameters, S_, does not lie in the signal subspace, i.e. C | 5 | ^ £ {Eg}, 
and hence, errors are introduced into the estimated parameters. Searching for 
the direction gives 6, i.e. the direction that minimises 
f (6)) = (6^), (2.212) 
where 6 = 0 — 9. 
In practice, the sample covariance matrix is approximated over a finite obser-
vation interval, L, as follows 
1 ^ 
== (2X!3) 
and, hence, the manifold vector is estimated with a certain degree of uncertainty, 
The vector E,. tends to a perfect estimate of as L ^ oo. 
2.3.2 Effects of A r r a y Uncer ta in t i es on Direc t ion F ind ing 
Techniques 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the detrimental effects of array uncertainties on the DOA 
estimation of a 7-element circular array, of half-wavelength spacing, operating 
in the presence of two sources at (30°, 0°) and (140°, 0°). The array consists of 
elements with identical nominal electrical characteristics (unity gain, 7 = 1, and 
zero phase, •0 = 0). The array gain errors were assumed to be less than 10% 
of the nominal values, and the phase errors were assumed to be within ±10° of 
the nominal values. In addition, the unknown errors due to the elements of the 
MCM were assumed within 10% of the nominal values. The SNR is 30 dB. From 
the figure it is apparent that, in the presence of errors, the DF array system fails 
to identify the true signal environment, while the results when the array is fully 
calibrated highlights the importance of eliminating the array errors. In Fig. 1.2, 
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the effects of array location, gain and phase uncertainties on DOA estimation 
were illustrated. 
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Figure 2.3: Direction finding in the presence of array uncertainties. 
Next, we investigate the effects of array errors on source localisation in array-
based wireless positioning techniques. We estimate the positions of nodes which 
lie in a wireless network at unknown positions and unknown orientation angles, 
a, with respect to a global coordinate system (measured anti-clockwise from the 
z-axis). It is assumed that there is no multipath occurrence in the transmit-
ted/received signals. 
Consider a wireless sensor network of M nodes of known location and orienta-
tion, referred to as beacons, and Mu nodes of unknown position and orientation, 
referred to as localising nodes. Each node is equipped with an on-board array 
of N sensors and the nodes are displaced at unknown locations and unknown 
orientation with respect to a global coordinate system. The beacon nodes act as 
far-field sources, at known locations within the global coordinate system. How-
ever, due to the unknown orientations of each node, it would not be possible to 
do a simple DOA estimation and, based on the known source location, estimate 
the respective locations of the nodes. Without loss of generality, all the signals 
are assumed to propagate on the {x, y) plane and = 0, i.e. all nodes are located 
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on the [x, y) plane. 
Let Zi 6 represent the coordinates of the location of the ^ source node, 
and Tij the coordinates of the localising node (receiving node), r^, Zj E 
The global coordinates of the sensor elements on each node is given by 
! ; = (Pj 1%^, 02 34) 
where p. 6 is the global position of the localising node, and Tj represents 
the node orientation, with properties TT^ = T^T=T, and given as 
T , = 
coscKj, sinttj, 0 
— sincvj, cosckj, 0 
0, 0, 1 
(2.35) 
where a j is the unknown orientation angle of the localising node, with respect 
to a global coordinate system. 
We consider a network of 100 nodes, with M = 3 nodes at known location 
and orientation. Each node is equipped with a 5 element circular array, with gain 
and phase uncertainties. The non-iterative gain and phase calibration method of 
Section 3.5 is employed to estimate the array gain and phase parameters. In order 
to account for, and estimate, the node orientation, the method used is based on 
computing the difference in DOAs between the received signals, and performing 
some sort of triangulation with the known locations [35]. 
The difference in the DOA of the signals from two sources can be used, along 
with the locations of the sources, in computing an arc giving the possible locations 
of the node. Computing the 3 differences in DOA, i.e. (0^ 2 — %i), (0j3 — 0ji) and 
(0j2 — djs) results in 3 arcs. The intersection points give the location of the 
node, p.. This can also be solved by obtaining the circles, or equations of 
—3 
the circles, of each respective arc by computing the radius and center of each 
circle. In computing the respective circles, two possibilities exist for the center of 
the circle, hence it is required to distinguish between (6^ 2 — 6ji) and — 6^ 2)-
The intersection of the 3 circles would also give the estimated position. Notice, 
however, that a solution can also be obtained from computing 2 arcs from say 
{Oj2 — Oji) and {9jz — 9ji). The intersection of these 2 arcs/circles would give 2 
points, at and at the node location p.. Since Zi is already known, p^  can be 
obtained. The estimated location can then be used with the received signals from 
one of the sources, in estimating the node orientation (or an average calculated 
from all 3 sources). 
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The figures depict the performance of the method on the locahsation and 
orientation using DOA, applied to 100 nodes. The locations of three nodes are 
assumed known, hence the locations of 97 nodes are required. First, the per-
formance of the localising algorithm in the presence of array gain and phase 
uncertainties is shown. The array gain errors were assumed to be less than 10% 
of the nominal values, and the phase errors were assumed to be within ±10° of the 
nominal values. Figure 2.4 illustrates the effects of the array errors on the DOA 
estimation. It can be seen that this results in poor position estimates. However, 
after calibration (employing the gain and phase calibration technique in Section 
3.5), when the array errors have been estimated, the array's performance is re-
stored in providing better DOA estimates as well as better position estimates, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Estimates of the node orientation angles, for 10 nodes, 
are given in Table 2.1, to illustrate the performance of the methods. The x and 
y coordinates are in spatial units, such that the transmitting nodes are in the 
far-field range of the receiving nodes. 
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Figure 2.4: Poor position estimates due to array errors. 
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Figure 2.5: Estimated node positions after calibration. 
Node Orientation Estimated With Estimated With Estimated After 
Angle No Array Errors Array Errors Calibration 
1 29 29.0261 28.52M 29.0261 
2 13 13.0787 12.8950 13.0787 
3 21 20.9738 21.0649 20.9738 
4 56 56.0263 56.2240 56.0263 
5 55 55.0150 56.1610 55.0150 
6 32 31.9475 31.5968 31.9475 
7 83 83.3509 75.9595 83.3509 
8 57 56.9396 55.5836 56.9396 
9 69 69.1269 66.0780 69.1269 
10 16 15.9953 15.9992 15.9953 
Table 2.1: Estimates of the node orientation angles (for the first 10 nodes). 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the concept of the array manifold has been introduced, with the 
manifold vector modelled based on the plane wave propagation model for signals 
transmitted from far-field sources, and the spherical wave propagation model 
for signals transmitted from near-field sources. This model was then extended to 
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include the array uncertainties considered in this thesis, i.e. array sensor location, 
gain, phase errors and those due to mutual coupling. The effects of these errors 
on DOA estimation and the direction finding capabilities of the array system 
were illustrated. It was shown that in the presence of array errors, the DOAs are 
wrongly estimated, and thus the locations of the sources are incorrect. Hence the 
need for calibration, in order to estimate the array errors. 
Chapter 3 
Array Calibration Based on 
Multipath for DS-CDMA 
Communication Systems 
In this chapter, a novel calibration approach capable of handling array location, 
gain and phase uncertainties simultaneously, as well as mutual couphng, is pro-
posed for asynchronous CDMA array systems in the presence of multipath. The 
proposed calibration technique involves a hybrid combination of pilot calibration 
and self calibration techniques, and requires the code sequence of a reference user. 
This method employs the concept of the STAR manifold vector, and subspace-
based channel estimation techniques, to provide estimates of the path delays and 
directions, as well as estimating the array errors whilst taking mutual coupling 
effects into consideration. Some of the results of this chapter have been presented 
in [79]. In addition, a novel non-iterative calibration approach considering gain 
and phase errors, only, is proposed. 
3.1 Introduction 
Multiple access techniques are some of those employed to achieve the high data 
rate service requirements. DS-CDMA antenna array systems combine the ap-
plication of CDMA techniques with array techniques, for improved performance. 
However, array uncertainties due to the deviation of the true array characteristics 
or parameters from their nominal values introduce errors into the system which, 
if ignored, would degrade the performance of the system either slowly or abruptly. 
48
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In CDMA systems, the user's transmitted signal is spread by a unique spread-
ing sequence. These systems often encounter multipath, and the reception and 
estimation of the DS-CDMA multipath signals can be used in the cahbration 
process. There has been some research into the cahbration of CDMA systems. 
However, most have only considered gain and phase errors. In [80], an on-hne 
calibration method to estimate channel gain and phase parameters in DS-CDMA 
systems was presented. The method employed an iterative algorithm to provide 
initial parameter estimates, and changes in these were tracked by a subspace 
tracking method. In [81, 82], a technique to jointly improve DOA estimation, as 
well as perform array gain and phase cahbration, in synchronous CDMA systems 
was proposed. The proposed method was based on a decorrelating process to 
estimate the DOAs of the desired user signals, including a gain and phase pre-
estimation from the decoupled signals, and only required prior knowledge of the 
spreading sequences. The authors in [83, 84] proposed a subspace-based iterative 
algorithm for calibration against gain and phase errors in asynchronous CDMA 
systems, as well as providing joint estimates of the spatial signature and channel, 
while in [85], this method was further improved by applying the simulated an-
neahng technique. In [86, 87], cahbration algorithms were presented for CDMA 
based adaptive antennas, applicable to both uplink and downlink. The technique 
in [86] employed the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) algorithm, while [87] 
was based on Least Mean Squares (LMS) and Recursive Least Squares (RLS) 
algorithms. 
In this chapter, a new approach is proposed for the calibration of CDMA-
based arrays in the presence of sensor location, gain and phase errors, as weU 
as mutual coupling and multipath. Initially, the mathematical representation of 
the antenna array manifold, and array uncertainties, for signals transmitted from 
far-field sources, is extended to a multipath CDMA environment by employing 
the concept of the STAR manifold vector. The proposed calibration techniques 
involve a hybrid combination of pilot calibration and self calibration techniques. 
In a multipath CDMA environment, the multipath signals can be used as the 
calibrating signals, and hence the proposed methods require the code sequence of 
only one user. 
In addition, a novel non-iterative calibration approach considering gain and 
phase errors only, is proposed. 
Simulation results depict the performance of the proposed techniques. 
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3.2 Space-Time Array Modell ing 
In this section, the array manifold vector model is extended to include a multipath 
CDMA environment, by employing the concept of the STAR manifold vector. 
3.2.1 Spa t io -Tempora l A r r a y (STAR) Mani fo ld 
Consider an M-user asynchronous CDMA array system, consisting of an A/" el-
ement array, with g = . . . , r^] = [r^,Ly,Lz]'^ E denoting its 
Cartesian coordinates. Let 7 and ip denote the array gain and phase vectors, re-
spectively. Assume that the user's signal (considered as a narrowband signal 
with respect to the array dimensions) arrives at the array via Ki distinct paths, 
with the path arriving at the array reference point from direction 0^}, 
where Oij and represent the azimuth and elevation angles, respectively. 
The array characteristics are rarely perfectly known and array uncertain-
ties/errors^ could result from a number of factors. In particular, uncertainties 
in the position of the array sensors is denoted as £=£ + r, where J = r^] ^  
denotes the nominal sensor locations, and r = denotes the location 
errors. In addition, there could also exist unknown gain and phase perturbations, 
and the array gain and phase parameters are denoted as 7 = 7-1-7 and ^ = ^4-1^, 
respectively. Likewise, the mutual coupling matrix is given as C = C+C. 
Hence, the manifold vector, , for the path of the user, 
incorporating the array errors and mutual coupling, can be modelled as 
= C (7 0 exp 0 exp , Aj))) 
= (^C+Cj ((7 + 7) © exp (^j + 0 exp (^-j (f + 1 ) ^ ) ,(3.1) 
where 
denotes the wavenumber vector in the direction {0^, with 
14% == [ c o s , (3.3) 
denoting the unit vector in the direction Without loss of generality, 
the array is assumed coplanar with the sources, i.e. all the signals are assumed 
to propagate on the {x,y) plane, 0,^  = 0 and 5^ -^ = S (%). 
^The true parameters are the sum of the nominal values (denoted by the symbol") and the 
uncertainty or error (denoted as ~). 
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The baseband signal vector at the array, received from the M-users, can be 
modelled as 
^ (^ ) = + 21 ((), (3.4) 
i=l j= l 
where 13denotes the path coefficient, denotes the path delay, n {t) denotes 
the complex white Gaussian noise vector, with zero-mean, and rrii {t) denotes the 
baseband signal encompassing the user's data a, [n], and is given as 
m, {t)= ^ [n] cppf,i it - nTcs), nTcs < t < (n +l)Tcs, (3.5) 
where Tcs denotes the symbol duration, and cp^^i (t) denotes one period of the 
user's pseudo-noise (PN) spreading sequence waveform modelled as 
7Vc-l 
cpN,i (t) = [k] c{t- kTc), kTc<t<{k + l) %, (3.6) 
FC=Q 
with {oij [A;] G ±1, A; = 0,1, . . . , AAc — 1} representing the user's PN-code se-
quence of length Mc — c{t) denotes the chip pulse shaping waveform of 
duration 
The output at each antenna is sampled at chip rate (of ^ ) and passed through 
a bank of N tapped-delay lines (TDL) of length 2A/'c, as shown in Fig. 3.1. This 
is to accommodate the lack of synchronisation, for a maximum multipath delay 
spread of and to ensure that one whole data symbol of the desired user and 
its corresponding multipath components, are captured within this 2Hc interval. 
Thus, due to the multipath delay and lack of synchronisation, each TDL will 
contain contributions from the current symbol, as well as the previous and next 
symbols. In order to include these contributions, the array manifold vector is 
extended to the STAR manifold vector [23, 88], given as 
. (3.7) 
where lij = denotes the discretised equivalent of the path delay, represents 
one period of the user's PN sequence padded with Mc zeros at the end, and is 
written as 
k = [[«i [0], Q!i [1],.. . , Q!i [Mc - 1]], QX-J ^ . (3.8) 
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Figure 3.1: STAR architecture depicting tapped-delay lines in an antenna array 
system. 
The matrix J is a 2A/L x 2AC matrix, given as 
" 0 0 • 0 0 " 
1 0 • 0 0 
= 0 1 • • • 0 0 
0 0 •• • 1 0 
Wc-l Q.2Afc-l 
(3.9) 
such that every time (or operates on a column vector, the contents of 
the vector are down-shifted (or upshifted) by I elements, with zeros being added 
to the top (or bottom) of the vector. 
The STAR manifold vector, in the presence of uncertainties, can be modelled 
as 
6.' 
= ( c + c ) ( ® c,) + ® J''; c, (3.10) 
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3.2.2 Spa t io -Tempora l A r r a y Received Signal Vector 
The outputs of the TDLs are concatenated to form the 2NNc dimensional dis-
cretised signal vector given as 
T 
x[n] = x^[n\ ,^2 W , W r eC •2NJ^c (311) 
where Xf. [n] denotes the output from the antenna. The received signal vector 
is modelled as 
M 
1=1 
S-[n] = I ^i,next P. 
ai [n - 1] 
[n] 
aj [n +1] 
+ n[n], (3.12) 
where Elj = 1 ,^91 is a matrix with columns containing the Ki 
JVc Uj and H; gext — STAR manifold vectors of the user, Hj^ prev = 0 (J^) 
(Iat ® Hi represent contributions from the previous and next data bit, re-
spectively, the vector P. = • • • , denotes the path coefficients. 
By observing the vector x [n], it can be noted that the columns of Hj are 
linearly combined by the vector resulting in a single dimension contribution 
of the current data bit a, [n] to the signal subspace, and hence, making these 
paths indistinguishable in their contribution to the signal subspace. This looks 
like the well known coherence problem of subspace estimation techniques, and as 
such, signal subspace techniques (such as MUSIC) cannot be used to estimate the 
desired user's spatio-temporal channel parameters (path delays and directions). 
This problem needs to be taken into consideration when calibrating arrays in 
a multipath CDMA environment. 
3.2.3 Effects of S T A R Manifo ld Uncer ta in t i es 
In order to illustrate the effects of array uncertainties on the channel estimation, 
an 8-user environment is simulated. A six sensor circular array of half-wavelength 
spacing is employed to collect data over an observation interval equivalent to 200 
data symbols. Each user is assigned a unique spreading code of length He = 2)1. 
The first (desired) user has 5 multipaths of delays 27]., 37^, 57^, 77^, 97^, arriving 
from directions (20°, 0°), (50°, 0°), (80°, 0°), (110°, 0°), (130°, 0°), respectively. 
The other users have 2 multipaths each, with the DOAs and TOAs selected 
between [0°, 180°) and [07 ,^ 3071;), respectively. The errors are assumed within 
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10% of the nominal values, and the phase errors were assumed to be within 
±10° of the nominal. The input SNR is 30 dB. The path coefficients used are 
such that ^ = 1 , and the multipath signals of the other users are stronger 
than those of the desired user (i.e. a near-far scenario), with 
20 log ' 
A = 10, and 
10 I& 
= -20 dB, for i = 2 , . . . , 8. 
The plots in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the path delay and direction estimation 
in the presence of array errors, and when the array is calibrated, respectively. 
Observe that in the presence of errors, the directions are wrongly estimated. 
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Figure 3.2: Effects of array uncertainties on signal path delay and direction esti-
mation. 
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Figure 3.3: Signal path delay and direction estimation when the array is cali-
brated. 
3.3 Array Calibration Employing Multipath DS-
C D M A Signals from a Far-Field Source 
For the calibration process, it is common to regard one sensor as 'reference' and 
assume that its characteristics (gain, phase and location) are known, as well as 
the direction to a second sensor. This can be done by placing the origin at the 
first sensor and the x-axis through the second sensor element. Without loss of 
generality, the first sensor is regarded as the 'reference' sensor, and it is assumed 
that Zi = 0, 2^/2 = 0, = 1 and = 0. 
Consider again an M-user asynchronous CDMA system where the user's 
signal arrives at an N element array via Ki distinct paths. Without loss of 
generality, assume the first user is the desired user. Thus, the received data vector 
can be written in terms of the desired signal, ISI, MAI and noise components as 
X [n] = ai [n] + ISI \rt\ + MAI [n] + n [n], (3.13) 
where the first term represents contributions from the desired user, n [n] is the 
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sampled noise vector, 
ISIW = ai [77, — 1] 
+ 1] 
(3.14) 
and 
M 
1=2 
MAI[n] = ^ %,prev^, 
aj [n - 1] 
a-j [ri] . (3.15) 
ai[n + l] 
The multipath signals of the first (desired) user will be employed as the calibration 
signals. Hence for the rest of the chapter, the symbol i j will be used to represent 
the path of the desired user, i.e. i j = lij ( first subscript 1 is dropped for 
simplicity), and K = Ki. 
3.3.1 Channe l P a r a m e t e r Es t ima t ion Employ ing a Subspace-
based Preprocessor 
The signal x [n] is applied to a bank of preprocessors. The preprocessor matrix 
[24] is defined as 
A ( g , P - L [ C m (3.16) 
where the matrix Cu G ig formed by removing the column from 
the matrix C i = , . . . , . . . , J G 7^ 2AAcxjVc_ 
The objective of the preprocessor is to remove the contributions of all 
multipath components, except the one with delay by projecting them onto the 
complimentary subspace of Cu- Its operation on % is as follows 
P A = 
, 0 , . . . , 0 if kj = i (for a single path). 
[ 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 , 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 ,0] 
The ^ preprocessed spatio-temporal received signal is 
^ [n] = PfZ [n]. 
(3.17) 
(&18) 
By forming the covariance matrix of the preprocessed signal [n] and parti-
tioning the observation space into the signal and noise subspaces, the intersection 
of the array manifold with the overall signal-subspace of will provide the de-
sired user's parameters. Hence the path delay and directions can be estimated 
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by a 2-dimensional search of the following cost function 
= [ P ( ( C S ( « ) ® J ' c , ) ] ' ' e „ , , B » [ P , ( C S : ( « ) ® j ' C i ) ] , ( 3 . 1 9 ) 
where En/ is the estimated noise subspace obtained from the eigenvalue decompo-
sition of the covariance matrix over a given observation. Initial estimates for 
the DOAs, 61,62, • • • , 6k, can be obtained, with the nominal array parameters, 
as follows 
[ P , ( c S ( g ) g , y c , ) ] . ( 3 . 2 0 ) 
However, due to the array uncertainties there would be errors in the direction 
estimates. It is assumed that there are no errors with regards to the path delays. 
Observe that in the presence of array errors, Eqn. (3.20) can be rewritten as 
= [ P , ( C ^ ( g , p ) ® [ P , ® , ( 3 . 2 1 ) 
where p represents the errors due to array uncertainties. The MCM matrix C 
is obtained by some prior knowledge of the MCM or an estimate based on the 
nominal array parameters. 
The estimation of the path delays and directions of arrival, in the presence of 
array uncertainties, would involve a multidimensional search of the cost function. 
However, an alternative and more efficient approach to this complex minimisation 
process is what is proposed and described next. Eqn. (3.21) can be rewritten as 
(^ , ^ ^ (^ , p), (3.22) 
where 
A (3.23) 
However, since 5 (6*, p) ^ 0, the path delays ^ 1 , • • • , can be estimated based 
on the following optimisation 
4 , 4 , " - , & ) = arg {eig^in j . (3.24) 
The associated eigenvectors , M.mm,K corresponding to the min-
imum eigenvalues are also obtained. 
Estimating the path delays would reduce search time by restricting subse-
quent searches to only those of the existing path delays (or those required for 
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the cahbration process). Initial estimates for the DOAs 61,62, , 6k can be 
obtained by a 1 dimensional search, performed for only existing paths ii, i2, • • • , 
of Eqn. (3.20), (i.e. with the nominal array parameters and by assuming 
p = 0). However, as previously stated, due to the presence of array uncertainties 
there would be errors in the direction estimates (which will be taken as initial 
estimates for the calibration process and will be updated at each stage of the 
process). The calibration would involve an iterative process, which will iterate 
between array parameter estimation and DOA estimation (which improve) until 
an acceptable result is reached, and the algorithm converges. 
Note that in the absence of mutual coupling, C = Iat, Eqn. (3.22) becomes 
(4 ^ ^ (0, Bf (9, p). (3.25) 
3.3.2 A r r a y Ca l ib ra t ion Based on Opt imisa t ion M e t h o d s 
In this section, array calibration based on optimisation techniques are discussed. 
These methods are common to self calibration techniques and iterate between 
DOA estimation and array parameter estimation, however, a disadvantage is that 
they assume the array location errors are small. 
Considering all the array errors simultaneously, the manifold vector is 
written as 
= ( l + 2) ® exp j © exp ( i + r) 
:= dizyr gzj) , (3 SI6) 
where g = ']_Q exp (j;0) = (7 + 7) © exp ^ = exp (—j^kj) , and 
% = exp { - j ^ k j ) . 
Note that k^  is different for each path. However, by assuming g is small, the 
following assumption can be made 
exp (-ji^fc^) ~ 1 - (3.27) 
Hence, the manifold vector can be rewritten as 
Sj = diag ( o j [ £ 0 ( 1 - jLx cos dj - jr^ sin 6^)] 
== [cUiig (oj), (31/28) 
where 
P = \ f ' (3-29) 
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and Dj is a matrix with columns corresponding to Dp, the first derivative of the 
manifold vector with respect to the array location parameters. However, it has 
been assumed that the location of the 'reference' and the direction to a second 
sensor are known, and that = 0, = 0. Thus, D_p denotes the first derivative 
of the manifold vector with respect to the perturbed array location parameters 
D, , D, 
-r=' 
aSj 
dr^2 ' 
85, 
drx3 ' ' ' dvyz' 
The STAR manifold vector can also be rewritten as 
' dr. yN 
(3.30) 
= C ([diag ( o j , %] p) ® . (&31) 
Solving for the array uncertainties would involve a search of the following cost 
function 
K 
(2 W = p" \J2 i%) ' %] % i%)' %] I p 
vi=i 
= P H 
H 
& a c k ' 
(&32) 
where £ QNKXN stacked matrix of diag(aj), and ©stack is the stacked 
matrix of Bj, and the matrix Q is given as 
= diag(Qi,--. ,Qx), 
with the matrix Qj given as 
= B<,C. H 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
The array uncertainties can be estimated by minimising the cost function ^2, 
subject to Pi = 1, where denotes the first parameter of p (corresponding to 
the first sensor, i.e. the reference sensor). 
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3.3.3 Mani fo ld Vector Based Cal ibra t ion 
Manifold Vector Estimation 
It has been stated that the manifold vectors belong to the signal subspace, 
and are orthogonal to the noise subspace. Hence, in addition to the estimated 
DO As of the multipath signals of the desired user, the manifold vector ^ of these 
paths can be estimated based on the eigenvectors obtained in Eqn. (3.24). 
When an estimate of the manifold vector is available, the array parameters, as 
well as the mutual coupling matrix, can be computed. 
The mutual coupling effects need to be taken into account. Let the manifold 
with the effects of mutual coupling be denoted as ^ - = C/S^ -. This vector can be 
estimated to within an unknown complex value as 
where a j is an unknown complex value. 
Any deviation of this estimate - from the true manifold vector would 
have been introduced due to the finite observation interval and 
An available estimate of C (or C = in the case of no previous estimate) 
can be used in order to estimate and hence an estimate of the 5^ 
can be obtained. Indeed, 
= (3.35) 
where a j is estimated as the element of the resulting vector of 
i.e. corresponding to the reference sensor (in this case A: = 1), 7^ and ipi represent 
the gain and phase parameters, respectively, of the 1®^  (reference) sensor. Any 
deviation of this estimate from the true manifold vector would have been 
introduced due to the finite observation interval and the errors in C (i.e. due 
to C — C+C). A better estimate of the MCM is obtained as the calibration 
progresses. 
Array Location, Phase and Gain Estimation 
With the estimation of the manifold vector and DOAs, the array parameters 
can also be estimated (with some degree of uncertainty due to the errors in the 
DOAs). 
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The sensor locations parameters can be estimated by 
[Li,L2, ... ,r^] = -
ki — As 
Ai — k •K 
^ \S_i(Z) s_2 
T 1 
(&.36) 
with kj formed with 9j, for j = The known sensor locations and 
estimated directions can be used to eliminate any ambiguity in the use of the 
Z(.) operator. 
The gain and phase parameters can be estimated as 
K 
and 
j=i 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
respectively. 
It can be observed from the manifold vector model (without mutual coupling), 
that the array element gain affects only the amplitude, while the location and 
phase affect only the angular information. Hence the location and phase cali-
bration procedure can be decoupled from the gain calibration, and the sensor 
locations and phase parameters can be jointly estimated by 
T t 
= ( LK (3.39) 
where K= ki, ••• , & ] , a n d E = [R^R^,.. • ,LN] = [Lx,Ly,Z] • 
Note that in the absence of mutual couphng, the matrix C = Ijv, and = 5^. 
This can be determined by 
if = & => no mutual coupling. 
if & 4- => mutual coupling present. (3.40) 
Likewise, the presence of location or gain and phase errors can also be determined 
as follows 
if 
if a 
= 7 no gam errors, 
^ 7 =>- presence of gain errors. (3.41) 
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And, 
if dj < threshold => no array location or phase errors, 
if dj > threshold => presence of array location or phase errors, (3.42) 
where 
4 " 
== 03.43) 
with modelled based on the known or estimated parameters. 
With the estimation of the manifold vector and DOAs, an iterative algorithm 
can be employed to iterate between estimating/updating the DOAs and array 
parameters. Note that in the absence of mutual coupling, the array gain need 
not be re-estimated at each stage. 
Alternative DOA Estimation 
With the estimation of the manifold vector as in Eqn. 3.35, the directions can 
be estimated. It is known that 
PaS = 2, 
= 0*, V9. (&44) 
Hence, with estimates of the array manifold vector, the directions can be obtained 
by searching for the maximum 
((9) = afg V9, (3.<K0 
or by minimising 
5(9) = arg m i n S ( < l ^ S ( f l ) , VS. (3.46) 
Hence, a general expression for the direction estimation is by minimising the 
following cost function 
(3 (%) = aig minS (Of QjS {») V9. (3.47) 
where 
Qj = Pg .^, or (3.48) 
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3.3.4 M u t u a l Coupl ing Es t ima t ion 
In order to estimate the mutual coupling matrix, an analytical model for the 
matrix C is employed [44], which is modelled as 
C = A © L 0 r © exp ( j ^ ) , (3.50) 
where the matrix A is modelled based on the power dissipated and re-radiated 
from the array sensors, the matrix L models the free space propagation losses 
and is also dependent on the distances between the array sensors, the matrix F is 
dependent on the array electrical (gain and phase) characteristics, and the matrix 
^ models the random phase (p). introduced by the sensor. The elements of 
the above matrices are defined as 
Sk 
Lgfc — 
• qk 
y i - a'fc for q = k, 
otherwise, 
1 for g = A:, 
exp (jTrdgk) otherwise. 
1 for g = k, 
exp (; + V'tj) otherwise, 
^ ° (3.51) 
otherwise, 
where a'^  denotes the power dissipated by the k^ ^ array element, ak denotes the 
power of its signal re-radiated to the other elements, and dqk denotes the relative 
location between the k*'^  and sensors 
° (3.52) 
L WHq-LkW otherwise. 
It can be observed that the matrix C is dependent on the array gain, phase 
and sensor positions which in turn are subject to uncertainties. The MCM C is 
updated with the estimated array location, gain and phase parameters based on 
Eqn. (3.50). Note that only the gain, phase and location parameters have been 
re-estimated, and hence only the location, gain and phase dependent components 
of C are updated. The effects of the errors due to the remaining components in 
the MCM matrix can be assumed small enough to be ignored. 
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3.3.5 Improv ing t h e Cal ibra t ion Es t ima te s 
The cahbration results can be further improved by employing calibration methods 
for small direction and small array parameter errors. 
Improving the Direction Estimates 
At each iterative step, the parameter estimates are improved, and the error or 
perturbation in the DOA estimates due to the array errors can be assumed small 
enough such that the manifold vector ^ can be approximated by a first order 
Taylor series to encompass the errors. Hence, the STAR manifold vector can be 
modelled as 
% = CS,®(J ' 'c , ) 
= ) » ( ] ' ' & ) , (3.53) 
where 9j denotes the perturbation in the DOA, and D_q. is the first derivative of 
the manifold vector with respect to 6j^  evaluated at the known parameters, i.e. 
the first derivative of 
% = (3-54) 
Thus, Eqn. (3.22) can be rewritten as 
g, , (3.55) 
(3.56) 
where 
M A M(g) = 2 ( 9 ) , ^ 
p A p 0 ^ . 
Solving Eqn. (3.55) would involve a multidimensional search of the cost function. 
However, an alternative and more efficient approach to this complex minimisation 
process is what is proposed and described next. 
The path delays have already been estimated, hence the directional search is 
performed for only existing paths £1,^2, -^ k- In addition, since the vector 
p 7^  0, the directions 61,62, •• • , 6k can be estimated by a 1 dimensional search 
of the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix F = F (0), expressed as 
F = fill fl2 
/2I, /22 
= . (3.57) 
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Alternatively, when an estimate for the manifold vector is available, Eqn. (3.55) 
becomes 
and 
/ll) /l2 
/2I, /22 
A general expression can then be given as 
F = = M^P^.M . 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
y iv i i j , 
and 
F = /ill fl2 
/2I, /22 
= M^QjM , 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
where the matrix is as defined in Eqns. 3.48 and 3.49. 
It can be proven that a numerically efficient procedure for minimising 4^ over 
0 is by a 1 dimensional search of the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix F. By 
applying the quadratic function, the cost function can be simplified [89] as follows: 
and 
^4 (6) = trace(F (#)) — y trace(F (#))% — 4det(F (6)), 
^1, ^ 2, " - , ) = afg {(4 (#)} 
(&.62) 
(3.63) 
The directional errors 0i, ^2, • • • can be obtained from the vector p = \pi,p2^, 
which can be estimated as the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigen-
value and 
6) = Re . (3.6/1) % 
Pi 
Alternatively, there is no need to estimate the vector p explicitly, but 0i, 02, 
6k can be obtained based on the following expression 
— ( / 1 2 + / 2 1 ) 9 = Re 
2/22 
(3.65) 
evaluated for all paths of the desired user, with the parameters as obtained in 
Eqn. (3.61). Hence, for the path, the direction Oj is updated as 
= 6j + 6j. (3.66) 
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Improving the Array Parameter Est imates 
The array parameter estimates can be improved by starting the caUbration 
with the manifold vector based approach, and then employing the optimisation 
based approach for the array location and phase estimation, with the matrix Qj 
as defined in Eqns. 3.48 and 3.49. 
Note that the approximation made for small location errors can also be ex-
tended to include the phase errors. The manifold vector can be rewritten as 
Sj = 7 O exp k j j j O exp Aj 
= (3.67) 
where = 7 O exp — L Ajj j , and the estimated 7 is substituted for 7. 
For small array errors, the following approximation can be made 
e x p f j l ^ - I ) - 1 + # - j r ^ L • (3.68) 
If the overall contributions of the array errors are such that this assumption holds, 
the STAR manifold vector can be approximated as 
—J 
S j , Dj 2) » , 
where 
and 
1 r 
(3.69) 
(3.70) 
—r^' —Ly' — 
aSj as,-
drx2 ' 8r=3' 
aSj as,- as,- as, 
' dryi^' di>2 ' 
as,-
dipN . (3.71) ' dr^N' dryz' 
Observe that Eqn. 3.69 is equivalent to a first order Taylor series approximation 
of the manifold vector, with respect to the perturbed array parameters. 
Thus, the error vector p can be estimated by minimising the following function 
K 
{5(3 = 2 " I E % 
0=1 
-I i f 
Qi % 
•xH 
= P iSstack) ®stack 
H 
S, 
P 
itack) ^ stack P , (3.72) 
subject to Pi = 1, where denotes the first parameter of p (corresponding to 
the first sensor, i.e. the reference sensor), j^ t^ ck ^ is the stacked vector of 
S.j, ©stack is the stacked matrix of %. 
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3.3.6 Ca l ib ra t ion Algor i thm 
The cahbration process iterates between direction estimation and parameter es-
timation, until converges to a minimum (convergence achieved), where 
K 
= (3.73) 
i=i 
with S_{9j) formed from the estimated direction and array parameters, and the 
matrix Qj is as defined in Eqns. 3.48 and 3.49. 
The steps in the calibration procedure are outlined as follows: 
1. Formulate y ,^ using Eqn. (3.18), and form 
2. Estimate the path delays £j iov j = 1, • ,K (Eqn. (3.24)), and the eigen-
vectors , Mraiu,K-
3. Estimate , Eqn. (3.35). 
4. Estimate the directions 0i,02, • • • , Or, Eqn. (3.20). 
5. Estimate the gain parameters, Eqn. (3.37). 
6. Estimate the sensor location and phase parameters, Eqn.(3.39). 
7. Estimate the MCM C, Eqn. 3.50. 
8. Evaluate (g. If |previous - 6^,current T > threshold, then repeat the Steps 
3 — 8 for a set number of times, or until |Ce,previous ~ Ce,current! ^ threshold. 
Improving the estimates: 
9. Estimate , Eqn. (3.35). 
10. Formulate the matrix F, Eqn. (3.61), and update 6j, Eqns. (3.65) and 
(3.66). 
11. Estimate the gain parameters, Eqn. (3.37). 
12. Estimate the sensor location and phase parameters, Eqn.(3.72). 
13. Estimate the MCM C, Eqn. 3.50. 
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14. Evaluate ^g. If [(g,previous - e^.curreatl > threshold, repeat the Steps 9 - 1 4 
until I ^ 6,previous '^6,current | — threshold. 
The procedure could be terminated by a termination criterion decided by a 
predetermined threshold (that controls the accuracy of the final estimate). For 
example, in [51], the threshold was selected as a 0.1% reduction of the cost func-
tion in a single iteration. For the simulation studies, the iterative process is for a 
set number of iterations. 
3.4 Simulation Studies 
For the simulation studies, an 8-user environment was simulated. A six sensor 
circular array, of half-wavelength spacing, was employed to collect data over an 
observation interval equivalent to 200 data symbols. Each user was assigned a 
unique spreading code of length = 31. The first (desired) user had = 4 
multipaths, and the parameters are in Table 3.1. 
User 1 (Desired) 
Path 
j = l 
J = 2 
i = 3 
DOA 
50° 
130° 
280° 
4 335° 7%; 
TOA 
Lij 
2TL 
37: 
5Tr. 
Path Coefficient 
/3 ij & = 1 
-0.3332 - 0.0455% 
0.2227 - 0.02862 
0.2521 - 0.1754% 
-0.4095 + 0.7579% 
Table 3.1: Desired user's parameters. 
The other users had 2 multipaths each, with the DOAs and TOAs selected 
between [0°, 180°) and [OTcSOTc), respectively, while the path coefficients were 
chosen such that the multipath signals of the other users are stronger than, those 
of the desired user (i.e. a near-far scenario), with 20 log 10 M = —20 dB, for 
% = 2 , . . . , 8, and P. = 10. 
The studies start by investigating the DOA estimation performance of the 
proposed methods. Initially, the array parameters are assumed to have errors of 
up to 5% of the nominal values (i.e. the locations and the gain errors are less than 
5% of the nominal values), and the phase errors are assumed within ±5° of the 
nominal values. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the DOA estimation is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.4, and this depicts the performance of the optimisation based 
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Figure 3.4: DOA estimation errors of the OPB and MVB I methods. The errors 
are assumed to be less than 5% of the nominal values. 
approach (denoted as OPB) and the manifold vector based method (denoted as 
MVB I) for a SNR of 30 dB. Observe from the figure that both the OPB and 
MVB I methods result in reduction of the initial DOA errors. Observe also that 
even though the OPB method may seem to converge faster, the residual errors 
from the MVB I methods are less. 
For the next stage of our studies, the array errors were increased and were 
assumed within 10% of the nominal values, and the phase errors assumed to be 
within ±10° of the nominal values. Figure 3.5 depicts the performance of the 
OPB method against the MVB I method. The MVB I method gives a better 
performance than the OPB method. This is expected, due to the small error 
assumption made by this method (which may not be feasible when the array 
errors are considered simultaneously). 
Next, a comparison is made, between the manifold vector based (MVB I) 
calibration methods in this section and those outlined in Appendix 3.A.1 (denoted 
as MVB II), where a different approach to the channel vector estimation is used. 
The performance of the MVB methods are analysed also for the larger errors (i.e. 
the array errors are also within 10% of the nominal values), and also the proposed 
improved calibration is investigated. The investigations are carried out for SNRs 
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Figure 3.5: DOA estimation errors of the OPB and MVB I methods. The errors 
are assumed to be within 10% of the nominal values. 
of 10 dB and 30 dB. 
Observe the DOA error estimation plots before and after the application of the 
improved calibration. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 depict the direction estimates during 
the first and second stage of the calibration, respectively. It can be observed that 
there is some improvement in the direction estimates. In addition, recall that 
the direction estimation during the second stage does not involve a search as the 
DOAs are estimated. Hence, saving some search time. 
The plots in Figs. 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 show the improved error results 
for array location, phase, gain and mutual coupling estimates, respectively. From 
these figures, it can be concluded that both methods provide reasonable estimates 
of the manifold vector, and hence, the significant reduction in the initial array 
errors. 
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The simulation results illustrate the reduction in initial errors, and as such, 
are depicted for a number of iterations. The simulations could also be run for 
longer, with a termination criterion decided by comparing against a predeter-
mined threshold (as previously mentioned). The residual errors after the cali-
bration, are due to a number of factors, such as the estimate of the covariance 
matrix, due to the finite observation interval for the data symbols, and also recall 
that the effects of the errors due to the remaining components in the MCM were 
assumed small enough to be ignored. 
3.5 A Non-Iterative Calibration Technique Con-
sidering Gain and Phase Errors Only 
3.5.1 Gain a n d P h a s e Es t ima t ion 
In this section, a novel non-iterative gain and phase calibration method is pre-
sented. This technique does not involve an iterative approach, as is common with 
most cahbration algorithms employing signals/sources with unknown DOAs. 
Considering gain and phase errors only, the manifold vector is written as 
% = Sj ® , (3.74) 
where 
= ( l + 5 ) ® Gxp ( j ^ 2 + J ) ^ O exp { - j g ^ k j ) . (3.75) 
Based on analysis from the previous section, with estimates of the DOAs, the 
array gain and phase parameters can be estimated by an iterative procedure, 
either using Eqns. 3.37 and 3.38, as 
K 
K-
1 = . (3-76) 
i=i 
K 1 
J=1 
or by minimising the following cost function 
/ K 
i = (&)+:%' (3.77) 
$ = «" I ^ d i a g (aj)" % diag (%) J £ 
\J=1 
= (3.78) 
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subject to = 1, where gi denotes the first parameter of g (corresponding 
to the first sensor, i.e. the reference sensor), g = j Q exp [jip) = (7 + 7) O 
exp ( j 4- j ^, and G is the stacked matrix of diag(aj), with 
= exp ( — - The calibration process iterates between array parameter 
estimation and DOA estimation. 
However, a novel non-iterative calibration method is presented next, and it 
requires a minimum of three paths/signals. By employing methods in the previ-
ous sections, the manifold vector 5, and DOAs 6 of the received signals can be 
estimated. Due to DOA estimation errors, 9 = 9 + 6 with 6 being the actual DOA 
and 9 is the unknown error or deviation. The wavenumber and unit vectors in the 
direction of the source/signal are k = k + k and u = u + u, respectively. It should 
be noted that = ttu is the wavenumber vector in the direction 9 (with the array 
sensor locations in units of half-wavelengths), and k = iru is the wavenumber 
vector in the direction 9, however, k = 7ru = k — k and as such k and u cannot 
be assumed to be the wavenumber vector and unit vector, respectively, in the 
direction 9. It is well known that for a unit vector, |w| = 1 and vFu = 1. In 
addition, = y^Ui. For planar arrays, assuming = 0 and = 0, it follows 
that Uj = [cos 9j, sin 9j, 0]^ and Uj = cos 9j, sin 9j, 0 
4 = / ( % « & 
The corresponding dj is computed for the three multipaths, i.e. for j = 1,2, 3. 
Also, define U_^2 ^^3 as 
( i - ^ 1 
. Let 
U.I2 — Hi Vl2 — 
lLl3 — Ml M3 — 
TT 
- ^ 1 
TT 
The vector Ui can be estimated as (see Proof in Appendix 3.A.2) 
Ml = DV, 
where 
U = 
y = 
2L[i2) 
U.12 f 1^12 2^2 
ILlZ [U-IZ ~ 2^3 
(3.80) 
(3.81) 
(3.82) 
(3.83) 
(3.84) 
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with 
^12 ~ (^1 %) — ~ IL2 lLi2' (3.85) 
ILiz ^ (^1 ~ Ms) ~ 2^ 3 "I" ^13- (3.86) 
The estimate of can be substituted into equations 3.80 and 3.81 to estimate 
the vectors ^ and respectively. And hence, the unit vectors Ui, % and 
can be estimated, &om which the directions 6 can also be estimated. 
The array gain and phase parameters can be computed as 
X ~ I (^j) I' (3.87) 
^ = 'ip + tp, (3.88) 
where 
i^ = (3.89) 
The steps in the non-iterative gain and phase calibration procedure are outlined 
as follows: 
1. Estimate the manifold vector and DOAs. 
2. Estimate dj (Eqn. 3.79). 
3. Formulate the required vectors, and estimate the vectors Uj, Up Uij and 
U-^r 
4. Estimate Ui,U2 and %, and hence Uj, and %. 
5. Estimate the array gain and phase parameters (Eqns. 3.87, 3.88 and 3.89). 
3.5.2 Ga in a n d P h a s e Es t ima t ion Resu l t s 
The calibration signals are modelled to arrive from directions (30°, 0°), (60°, 0°), 
(150°, 0°), and a SNR of 30 dB is assumed. A six sensor circular array, of half-
wavelength spacing, was employed to collect data over an observation interval 
equivalent to 200 data symbols. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 present the results for the 
estimation, before and after calibration, for the DOAs, array gain and phase 
parameters. It can be observed that this method presents acceptable results. 
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Initial 6 Final 9 
27.4 30.0412 
57^ 60.0533 
149.2 149.9622 
Table 3.2: DOA estimation before and after calibration. 
Initial 7 Finally (x 10-^) Initial ip (in degs.) Final 
0.4997 -0.4828 12.4754 -0.1005 
-0.0376 -0.8752 -10.1124 -0.1226 
-0.0863 -0.4945 37.5262 -0.0118 
0.3439 -0.6927 -2.3445 0.1276 
-0.3573 -0.1889 1.9583 0.0984 
Table 3.3: Array gain and phase errors, before and after calibration. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, novel calibration methods have been proposed for the calibration 
of CDMA-based arrays operating in the presence of array location, gain and phase 
uncertainties, as well as mutual coupling. The calibration techniques involved 
a hybrid combination of pilot calibration and self calibration techniques, and 
employed the concept of the STAR manifold vector and subspace type channel 
estimation methods to provide estimates of the path delays and directions. 
The array parameter estimation process involved investigating both manifold 
vector based and optimisation based methods. However, the optimisation based 
methods included a small location error assumption. Hence, the manifold vector 
based methods performed better when considering all the errors simultaneously, 
and are also capable of handling larger errors. The calibration process and re-
sults were further improved. Also, the performance of manifold vector based 
techniques, employing two different subspace based channel estimation methods, 
were illustrated. 
In addition, a non-iterative calibration method was also presented for esti-
mating array gain and phase errors only. The simulation results illustrated the 
performance of the proposed techniques. 
The calibration techniques proposed in this chapter, increase the accuracy of 
direction finding array methods that rely on apriori knowledge of initial array 
estimates, which have an unknown degree of perturbations and, hence, result in 
directional errors. Initial results of the work in this section were published in [79], 
using the normalised STAR cost function. The unnormalised STAR cost function 
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has been used in this thesis. 
3. A Appendices 
3. A . l A l t e rna t ive A p p r o a c h t o Ca l ib ra t ion in a M u l t i p a t h 
D S - C D M A A r r a y Sys tem 
In this section, a different approach to channel vector estimation is presented, 
where the composite channel vector is estimated, and from which an estimate 
of the manifold vector can be obtained. The proposed technique employs the 
space-time channel estimator in [21], which has been modified here for a CDMA 
environment. 
The user's composite channel vector, is approximated, accurate 
up to a complex scaling factor, based on two non-orthogonal subspace constraints 
from the second-order statistics of the received signal vector x [n]. 
The first subspace constraint is based on the signal subspace. By perform-
ing the eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix, the matrix Eg contains the 
contributions of the 1-D subspaces spanned by the composite channel vectors, 
while the matrix En denotes the noise subspace. It is known that the signal 
and noise subspaces are mutually orthogonal, hence {Eg} ± £{E„}. However, 
lies in the signal subspace Eg, and hence the following signal subspace con-
straint £ {/ij} e £ {H} = L {Eg}. The columns of Eg are orthonormal, hence the 
operator that projects onto the signal subspace is 
Pg. = . (3.90) 
The second subspace constraint is based on the code for the user. The 
code submatrix is defined as 
A (g, E 
The code submatrices for all paths are concatenated to form the overall code 
matrix for the user Cj E jth ^ggj-'g composite channel vector 
can be written as 
& = % = (3.92) 
where is the composite array manifold vector formed by stacking up the com-
posite array subvectors 5^ = ^ for all the paths (the matrix C here 
all paths with l i j = £ 
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denotes the MCM). For simphcity, during the calibration, it is assumed that there 
are no co-delay paths. The composite channel vector Ues in the range space 
Cj, and hence the following code subspace constraint C{hj} = L {CjSj} 6 L {Cj} 
is used. Likewise, the operator that projects onto the code subspace is 
(&93) 
The estimation of the composite channel vector is based on the intersection 
of the two constraint subspaces at a hne in the observation space, i.e. = 
L {Cj} n L {IBs}- This can be estimated as the eigenvector corresponding to the 
maximum eigenvalue of PciPg,, ideally eigmax = 1, and 
Si = sa„„(Pc,Pi.). (3.94) 
where the composite channel vector has been estimated up to an unknown scaling 
factor, i.e. = aih^. 
Having estimated the STAR manifold vector A,, the composite manifold vector 
can be estimated as 
= (zlA*. (:u)5) 
However, this vector is estimated up to an unknown scaling factor Sj = ctjSj. 
By observing the stacked composite array vector, the path delays can be 
obtained, as well as a scaled version of the array manifold vectors for existing 
paths, i.e. otj^cji and hence, the vector can be estimated as in Eqn. 3.35 
where dij is estimated as the element of the resulting vector of j ) , 
(in this case A; = 1), 7,^  and -0]^  represent the gain and phase parameters, respec-
tively, of the V* (reference) sensor. Likewise, any deviation of this estimate from 
the true manifold vector would have been introduced due to the finite observation 
interval and the errors in C (i.e. due to C = C-t-C). 
Hence, with estimates of the array manifold vector, the directions can be 
estimated, and the manifold vector based calibration method can be employed 
to calibrate the array. The calibration process iterates between estimating the 
DOAs and the array parameters until convergence is achieved. 
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3.A.2 P roof of E q u a t i o n 3.82 
This section provides proof of Eqn. 3.82. In order to estimate the directional 
errors, we shall make use of the following properties. It is well known that for a 
unit vector, \u\ = 1 and iFu = 1. In addition, y^U2 = For the unit vectors 
Uj and Ui, it follows that = 1 and = 1. 
Recall that + & , hence 
- Si) = 2^]^ - 21^^ + (3.97) 
Thus, 
==> --Shiftk = 0, 03.98) 
and 
^ g ' 5 i = 2 u f S i . (3.99) 
Define the following, U_i2 = (iLi ~ 2^ 2)• Recall U_i2 = ^ i ~ ^2 ILis = % — 
estimated as in Eqns. 3.80 and 3.81. Since the nominal unit vectors are unknown, 
with estimates of and Bz, solve for V_i2 85 
H n = - W2) = Ml - £2 + lLi2- (3.100) 
Thus, 
and 
Therefore, 
^12^12 — (2^1 %) {u.1 U.2) 
— M.1M.1 2U2 Ml "t" M2 U.2 
= (SMTMI) - 2^2 Ml + M2 M2 + (M2 M2 - ^M^Mz) 
= 2 W ^ S I - 2 U ^ U I + 2U2M2-2w2M2, (3.101) 
-M2 Ml + M2 M2 = M^Mg - MTMl + = 4 ^ • (3.102) 
'M.2IL12 ~ (M2 M2) (Mi M2) 
= ^2 — M2M2 ~ M2M1 + M2M2- (3.103) 
Substituting Eqn. 3.102 into Eqn. 3.103 gives 
I%[f/i2 --lufSi + (3.1(%) 
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Thus, 
and 
Likewise, 
2^1 (ui U2) — U.12IL12 2^21/12, 
~ -^ 12 (^12 2^2 ) . 
Solving Eqns. 3.106 and 3.107, we have 
where 
U = 
V = 
Ml = , 
21^ 12, ^ILi3 
IZ12 (^ 1^2 ~ 2^2 
^13 (^13 2^^ 
(3.105) 
(3.106) 
(3.107) 
(3.108) 
(3.109) 
(3.110) 
Chapter 4 
Cooperative Calibration in 
MIMO Array Systems 
In this chapter, array uncertainties and array cahbration issues are investigated 
in MIMO systems. The MIMO array system is modelled to include both the 
transmitter and receiver array manifolds, as well as the presence of array errors. 
Calibration techniques are then proposed for MIMO arrays. 
4.1 Introduction 
The use of arrays at both the receiver and transmitter has seen a dramatic in-
crease over the years. Research has shown that employing multiple antennas at 
both the transmitter and receiver significantly improves the performance of the 
communications system [90, 91], hence MIMO techniques have become increas-
ingly popular. However, there is limited research in the area of MIMO array 
calibration. 
MIMO is a form of smart antenna technology that involves the use of antenna 
arrays (or multiple antennas) at both the transmitter and receiver end. This 
provides both transmit and receive diversity. MIMO channel estimation has also 
received some interest [92]. In [93, 94, 95], the authors investigated the estimation 
of the MIMO channel by employing pilot symbols, while in [96], the authors 
proposed a method for the blind estimation of the channel matrix. In addition 
to the diversity, harnessing the spatio-temporal properties of the antenna array 
provides new ways of handling unwanted channel effects [92]. The authors in 
[97] analysed various spatio-temporal array MIMO (STAR-MIMO) receivers for 
82 
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a multiuser CDMA environment. 
Beamforming is a form of spatial filtering which aims to increase the gain 
in the direction of a particular user/signal, whilst reducing gain towards other 
users/directions. Array beamformers operate by steering the array beam towards 
a particular direction for improved performance. In [98], the authors investigated 
the application of joint transmitter and receive array beamforming in MIMO-
CDMA array systems. However, the authors assumed perfect knowledge of the 
MIMO channel and MIMO arrays. Although, not all MIMO array techniques 
require accurate knowledge of the array characteristics, and as such an estimate of 
the channel matrix may be sufficient, however, knowledge of the array parameters 
(such as its location, gain and phase) is required for estimating the features of the 
channel such as the DOA, direction of departure (DOD), etc. Array uncertainties 
could have a detrimental effect on the MIMO array techniques, and as such, 
calibration is required to estimate these uncertainties. 
In [99, 100], the problem of calibration has been considered in a MIMO system, 
however, the authors have only considered array gain and phase errors. 
The MIMO calibration methods proposed in this chapter consider array lo-
cation, gain and phase errors. Initially, a MIMO array system is modelled and 
the manifold is extended to the MIMO array manifold which includes both the 
transmitter and receiver array manifolds (and the array errors). The studies in-
vestigate the effects of the presence of array errors, and methods are proposed 
for the calibration. The calibration studies initially consider calibration at the 
array receiver. The investigations are then extended to consider calibration at 
both the transmitter and receiver arrays, and consider the case when estimates 
of the channel matrix are available. 
Simulation results depict the performance of the proposed methods, estimat-
ing the errors in the knowledge of the array parameters, as well as improved 
direction estimation. 
4.2 M I M O Array System Model 
4.2.1 M I M O A r r a y Mani fo ld 
Consider a MIMO array system, of transmitting^ and N receiving antenna 
array elements, operating in the presence of signals arriving from M far-field 
^Note that symbols with 'Tx' at the top right corner, denote the transmitter's parameters. 
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sources . Consider also that the user's signal arrives at the array with a DOA 
{6i, where 9i and (p^  represent the azimuth and elevation, respectively, and a 
D O D _ . . {Tx) ^ 
A The receiver (Rx) array manifold vector S_i = S_ (0%, is modelled as 
,5^  == earp , (4.1) 
where £ = [li,L2, •••jUat] = [ZxyLyjLz]'^  denotes the receiver array sensor 
locations in the Cartesian space, 7 and ^ denote the array gain and phase vectors, 
respectively. The wavenumber vector fcj = k{9i,(f)^) in the direction {6i,4>i} is 
modelled as 
ki = — ( 4 . 2 ) 
where ^ u (0%, (/>,) denotes the unit vector in the direction {9i, and is given 
as 
Uj = [cos 6i cos (j)i, sin 9i cos (j)^ , sin . (4.3) 
Likewise, the transmitter (Tx) array manifold vector ^ is 
modelled as 
© exp 0 exp • (4.4) ) 
Without loss of generality, all the signals are assumed to propagate on the {x, y) 
plane, i.e. = 0. 
The received signal vector (considered as narrowband with respect to the 
array dimensions) can be modelled as 
2* (t) == G)ZZk(()) 4-2100 
== (D ZZk (f)) ( 0 , (<L!5) 
where /3j denotes the channel coefficient which encompasses the effects of reflection 
and channel attenuation, n{t) denotes the zero-mean complex white Gaussian 
noise vector, [t) denotes the baseband signal encompassing the user's data 
a^  [n], which is given as 
a^ [n] = [a^i [n], a^2 W , • • • , [n\f , (4.6) 
and the vector denotes the transmitter beamformer applied to the data 
before transmission. The default beamformer vector (unless other wise stated) is 
^(Ti) ^ . The matrix Mj denotes the MIMO array manifold, given as 
H. = S ,Sf ' ^ . (4.7) 
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The discretised received signal vector is modelled as 
[n] = PMi O & w ) +n[n]. (4.8) 
4.2.2 MIMO Array Uncertainties 
The array characteristics are rarely perfectly known in realistic situations^. The 
position of the receiver array sensors is denoted as r = r + r. In addition, there 
could also exist unknown gain and phase perturbations and the gain and phase 
parameters are given as 7 = 7 + 7 and = ^ + ^ , respectively. The transmit-
ter array also suffers from array location, phase and gain errors, and hence the 
channel matrix can be expressed as 
(4.9) 
It has been stated that most MIMO array methods assume perfect knowledge 
of the channel matrix M. However, when the receiver is required to estimate 
the received data, errors in the Rx array will subsequently affect these estimates. 
Furthermore, when features of the channel, such as the DOAs and DODs, are 
required, errors in the Rx and/or Tx array will inevitably lead to errors in these 
estimates (as illustrated later in the chapter). 
4.3 MIMO Receiver Array Calibration 
This section investigates the calibration at the receive array based on the received 
signals. Recall (as discussed in Chapter 2) that the covariance matrix of the 
received signal can be partitioned in the signal subspace. Eg, and the noise 
subspace, by eigendecomposition methods. The MIMO array manifold matrix 
now belongs to the overall signal subspace [101], and hence 
2 The true parameters are the sum of the known or nominal values (which are denoted by 
the symboP), and the uncertainties or errors (denoted as ~). 
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where Pe„ — E„ (E„E^) ^ E^ = E„E^. By exploiting the properties of the trace 
function, trace(AE) = trace(BA), Eqn. (4.10) can be rewritten as 
{ ( S i . C ) = trace | e J ( s , s p ' * ) ( a s f 
= trace { e « ( a s f " " ) (4.11) 
Note that = constant, and hence ^ is invariant for dif-
ferent Thus, 
((g,) = afg 
It follows that the DOAs can now be estimated as 
(^^0 = arg min <i S ] E„Ef 5 (9i 
or 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
where E„ and Eg are estimated based on the estimate of (due to the finite 
observation interval used in practice). 
As previously stated, the manifold vector S_ lies in the signal space Eg, and 
£ { 5 } = £{Es} and £{Es} ± >C{E„}. Likewise, the array parameters can be 
estimated based on the calibration methods presented in Chapter 3. 
For a single signal/path received at the array, Eg — Kg. The manifold vector 
can then be estimated as 
7i exp (#1] (4.15) 
ai 
where Eg^  denotes to the first parameter of the vector Eg, i.e. corresponds to the 
reference sensor. 
The array parameters can be estimated as follows: the array location and 
phase are estimated as 
-K^,l M Z _ ,Z 2 im 
and the array gain can be estimated as 
7 = 
1 ^ I 
1=1 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
where ]K= Al; I Am , and M denotes the number of cahbration signals. 
In addition, the DOA estimation proposed in Section 3.3.5 can be employed 
after a number of iterations. 
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The steps in the calibration procedure are outlined as follows: 
1. Receive the signal [n], at the array, and form 
2. Estimate the directions 9i, Eqn. (4.13). 
3. Estimate 5^, Eqn. (4.15). 
4. Estimate the gain parameters, Eqn. (4.17). 
5. Estimate the sensor location and phase parameters, Eqn.(4.16). 
6. Evaluate ^2. If |^ i_previous ~ currentf > threshold, then repeat the Steps 
2, 5 - 6 for a set number of times, or until previous ~ Ci,current f < threshold. 
Improving the estimates: 
7. Formulate the matrix F, Eqn. (3.61), and update di, Eqns. (3.65) and 
(3.66). 
8. Estimate the sensor location and phase parameters, Eqn. (4.16). 
9. Evaluate If |Ci,previous - (i,current| > threshold, repeat the Steps 7 - 9 
until I Cl,previous - ^ 1 , c u r r e n t r ^ threshold. 
The procedure could be terminated by a termination criterion decided by a 
predetermined threshold (that controls the accuracy of the final estimate). For 
the simulation studies, the iterative process is for a set number of iterations. 
4.4 Transmitter-Receiver Array Calibration 
4.4.1 Channel Estimation Errors 
Initially, the effects of array errors on the DOD estimation is analysed. The 
method considered employs the use of cooperative beamforming between the 
transmit and receive arrays [101], and assumes the existence of a feedback chan-
nel. Once the DOAs have been estimated at the Rx array, the Tx transmits 
with various beamforming vectors formed by rotating the array beam through 
360° at various intervals (known to the receiver). The transmitter, by using its 
array manifold vector as the weight vector , transmits by steering the trans-
mit beam in the direction , which is rotated at intervals (known to the 
receiver), i.e. 
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The aim of the beamforming weight vector is to minimise the errors in the 
received signal 
y^[n] = W?Xi[n] . (4.18) 
At the array receiver, the MMSE beamformer [101] is considered in this case, 
where 
WMMSE= arg min £ | a^  [n] - y. [n] | . (4.19) 
Observe from Eqn. 4.18 that the optimum transmit weight vector can be realised 
as 
( s p ' ) , (4.20) 
and 
2^ mmse = ^ 3 3 % ^ (4.21) 
The receiver analyses the output at its beamformer, either by the gain output or 
by comparing against a known sequence of transmitted data, and the performance 
peaks when and hence • 
The performance of the DOD estimation is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, for a signal 
with a DOD of 50 .^ However, when the arrays are not fully calibrated, the DOD 
^ 6,15 
DOD at 50" 
Figure 4.1: With no array errors, the DOD is rightly estimated. 
is wrongly estimated as shown in Fig. 4.2, where the signal is wrongly estimated 
at 45.1°. In such an occurrence (i.e. with array errors), the Rx array estimates 
DOD and the weight vector, and sends this information to the transmitter. The 
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32.132 
32.131 
•S 32.13 
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32.127 
32.126 
DOD wrongly estimated at 45.1 
Figure 4.2; DOD estimation in the presence of array errors. The DOD is wrongly 
estimated. 
Tx could then re-transmit using this information, and the Rx, again, estimates 
This can be done iteratively until convergence, i.e. until there is little or 
no change in However, due to Tx array errors, the resulting weight vector, 
7^  and the Tx array is still not fully calibrated. 
The estimation of the DODs can also be used in verifying the array calibration 
results (or triggering the need for calibration at the receiver or transmitter). 
4.4.2 Joint Tx-Rx Array Calibration 
In this section, we investigate the calibration at both the Tx and Rx array when 
estimates of the channel matrix are available. An estimate of the Tx manifold 
vector can be derived as 
WT.) - |K) 
—i p{Tx) — 
il , m a x 
( 4 . 2 2 ) 
where is the corresponding eigenvector of the maximum eigenvalue, emaxi, 
of ( H f E I i ) , i.e. Cmaxi = eigmax ( H f E I i ) . 
Likewise, it can be observed that the Rx array manifold can be estimated from 
the corresponding eigenvector, of the maximum eigenvalue of (HiHf). 
Alternatively, a singular value decomposition (SVD) can be performed on 
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available channel estimates to extract information about the transmit and receive 
signal and noise subspaces. The channel matrix can be expressed in terms of its 
partitioned SVD as follows 
Hi = (4.23) 
Note that even in this case, the DOAs and DODs estimation would require ac-
curate knowledge of the array characteristics. The plots in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 
illustrate the DOA and DOD estimation with and without array errors. Observe 
from the plots that the directions are wrongly estimated when array errors are 
present. 
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Figure 4.3: DOA estimation with and without array errors. 
Eqn. 4.23 forms a basis for the array parameter estimation. For the case of a 
received signal/path, Eqn. 4.23 is rewritten as 
(4.24) 
and the Rx and the Tx array manifold vectors can be estimated using and 
respectively. 
Thus, the Tx and Rx arrays can be calibrated, employing the calibration 
techniques proposed in Chapter 3, and as outlined in the previous section. 
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Figure 4.4: DOD estimation with and without errors. 
4.5 Simulation Studies 
The parameters for the simulation are as follows: uniform circular arrays are 
considered at both the transmitter and receiver arrays with N = 6 and = 
6, the array errors are assumed within 10% of the nominal values, the phase 
errors assumed to be within ±10° of the nominal values, and the SNR is 30 
dB. The arrays are calibrated using 4 transmitted/received signals, with DODs 
of (60°,0°), (110°, 0°), (215°, 0°), (335°,0°) and DOAa of (40°, 0°), (130°, 0°), 
(175°, 0°), (235°, 0°). 
The figures illustrate the improvement in the error estimation as the iterative 
process progresses. The plots in Fig. 4.5 illustrate the error results in the direction 
estimates. Observe that the DOA and DOD errors decrease as the iteration 
progresses. Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, depict the error results in the array location, 
phase and gain estimates, respectively. Note the reduction in the initial errors. 
Also observe that the Rx array calibration, both in the case based on DOA 
estimates and based on channel estimates, are close in performance. However, 
in practice, the channel estimates could be further perturbed, hence a deviation 
from the actual values. The simulation results illustrate the reduction in initial 
errors, and as such, are depicted for a number of iterations. The simulations 
could also be run for longer, or terminated by a termination criterion decided by 
a predetermined threshold (as previously mentioned). 
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Figure 4.5: DOA and DOD error estimation vs number of iterations. 
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Figure 4.6: Array sensor location error estimation vs number of iterations. (Sen-
sor locations are in units of half-wavelength). 
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Figure 4.7: Phase error estimation vs number of iterations. 
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4.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we have investigated the issue of cahbration in MIMO array 
systems. 
The cahbration studies start by considering the Rx array calibration. It was 
proposed that the Rx array could be calibrated based on estimates of the DOAs 
of the received signals. 
The effects of array uncertainties on the performance of the MIMO array, 
namely the DOA and DOD estimation, were illustrated in the presence of array 
errors, and when the array is not fully calibrated. The calibration methods were 
then extended to consider array errors in both the Tx and Rx arrays, and cal-
ibration techniques, based on available channel estimates, were proposed. The 
simulation results illustrated the performance of the proposed calibration meth-
ods, which were shown to improve the estimates of the initial array errors, as 
well as improve the DOA and DOD estimates, and hence the performance of the 
MIMO system. 
The proposed methods provide a framework for further analysis on the array 
calibration problem in MIMO systems. 
Chapter 5 
Self Calibration of Large 
Aperture Arrays 
In this chapter, novel large aperture array cahbration methods axe proposed. 
The methods employ the concept of the array manifold vector based on spherical 
wave propagation, and an eigen-analysis of the received signal covariance ma-
trix. The calibration techniques are capable of handling array location, gain and 
phase uncertainties simultaneously, and the investigations consider both source-
dependent (with the calibration signals transmitted by near-field sources) and 
source-independent techniques (which employ the use of signals transmitted from 
the array sensors). 
5.1 Introduction 
Large aperture arrays find application in various scenarios. The arrays are classed 
as large aperture arrays due to the fact that the maximum distance between the 
array sensors and the range of the transmitting source to the array reference point 
are such that the source is within the array's near-field (see Chapter 2). One 
such scenario is, for example, in wireless communications with an array of BSs 
or arrayed WSNs, where each basestation or node acts as a single element in the 
large wireless array, and the geometry of the wireless array is determined by the 
location of the receiving BS or node (the receiving element). These large arrays 
are often used in locating the position of a transmitting source [29, 32]. However, 
sensor locations are imperfectly known and the array sensors are displaced from 
their known positions. As with most array techniques, inaccurate knowledge of 
95 
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the array parameters affects its performance. There could also exist unknown gain 
and phase perturbations (such as due to imperfect synchronisation which could 
be modelled as a phase uncertainty). These array complexities can be solved by 
employing calibration methods. 
An overview of calibration methods, and array-based positioning techniques, 
has been given in Chapter 1. However, there is limited research on the calibra-
tion of large aperture arrays or those employing signals transmitted from nearby 
sources, and most of the methods only consider location errors. There is even 
further limited research on source-independent techniques, which are widely ap-
plicable in large aperture arrays and towed arrays. In [66], the authors proposed 
a calibration technique that employed the use of near-field sources at unknown 
locations, and partial knowledge of the sensor positions. The authors also stated 
that the required number of sources for the calibration was three for a six sensor 
array, four sources for a five-sensor array, five sources for a four-sensor array. In 
[67], a self-cahbration algorithm, with respect to positioning errors, was proposed. 
The positions were estimated from near-field sources, and the estimates substi-
tuted into a beamforming process, to restore the array pattern. Work done in 
[68] involved deriving the maximum-hkelihood (ML) location estimator for near-
field wideband sources. This method also does not require complete knowledge 
of all sensor locations, and the unknowns can be determined by the use of a 
least-squares unknown sensor location estimator. 
In this chapter, novel large aperture array calibration methods, capable of 
handling array location, gain and phase uncertainties simultaneously, are pro-
posed. The methods investigate both source-dependent (where the signals are 
transmitted by near-field sources at unknown locations) and source-independent 
(where the calibration signals are transmitted by the array sensors) techniques. 
The methods employ the concept of the array manifold vector based on spheri-
cal wave propagation, and an eigenvalue and eigenvector analysis of the received 
signal covariance matrix. A relationship between the ranges and the eigenvalues 
can be obtained by repeatedly selecting an alternative reference point for data 
collection. The proposed calibration techniques reduce the initial errors, under 
realistic assumptions, and also increase the accuracy of conventional positioning 
schemes that rely on apriori knowledge of initial position estimates, which have 
an unknown degree of perturbations and result in positioning errors. 
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 consists of the theoretical frame-
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work for the calibration. The array manifold and signal vector are modelled based 
on the spherical wave propagation, and includes the array uncertainties. This 
section also includes the eigen-analysis of the covariance matrix of the received 
signals, in order to estimate the manifold vector, as well as the signal eigenvalues. 
From these, a set of foundation equations are given to estimate the source loca-
tion and array parameters. In Section 3, source-dependent methods are proposed, 
which employ near-field transmitting sources. In Section 4, source-independent 
calibration techniques are proposed, where the calibration signals are transmitted 
by the array sensors, and received by the other sensors. Simulation results depict 
the performance of the technique. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 5. 
5.2 Calibration Framework 
For the calibration process, it is common to regard one sensor as 'reference' and 
assume that its characteristics (gain, phase and location) are known, as well as 
the direction to a second sensor. This can be done by placing the origin at the 
first sensor and the x-axis through the second sensor element. Without loss of 
generality, the first sensor is regarded as the 'reference' sensor, and it is assumed 
that = 0, ry2 = 0, 7^ = 1 and = 0. 
5.2.1 Large Aperture Array Manifold and Signal Vector 
Model 
Consider an array of N sensors, operating in the presence of M transmitting 
sources located in, or close to, the array's near field. Let the Cartesian coordinates 
of the array location be denoted as ^ = [li 2:2, •••,2:^] = E 
Uncertainties^ in the position of the array sensors are denoted as r= r -|- r, the 
gain and phase parameters are denoted as 7 = 7 + 7 and ^ respectively. 
Consider also that the source is located at (0,, (denoting the azimuth, 
elevation angle and range, respectively, of the z^^source with respect to the array 
reference point). The user's signal arrives at the array as a spherical wave, 
and the array manifold vector, 5^  = <2 (0 ,^ p j , is modelled as 
^ = G (pj,^ 0 dj" O exp y , (51) 
^The true parameters are the sum of the known values (denoted by the symbol'") and the 
uncertainty or error (denoted as ~). 
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where a is a real scalar representing the path loss (it is assumed that the value 
of a is known), G = diag(7 O exp (jV^)), 1^- is an A^-dimensional column vector 
of ones, and the vector denotes the source range to each sensor, 
—i [dil J di2) • • • I C?iiv] 
= Y P U n + diag . 
= \lpUn + diag (r^r) - (5.2) 
where k^ = k (#*, 0j) denotes the wavenumber vector in the direction {9i, 0^}, with 
hi = (5-3) 
and u^  = u (#*, (pj) denotes the unit vector in the direction {9i, <pj}, with 
= [cos 6i cos sin 9i cos 0j, sin (j)^ . (5.4) 
Without loss of generality, the array is assumed coplanar with the sources, i.e. 
all the signals are assumed to propagate on the (x, y) plane, = 0 and = 
S_{di,p^). The position vectors e represent the coordinates of the 
location of the source and of the sensor, respectively, and r^. = ^pik^. 
The baseband signal vector received at the array is given as 
^ (() = jStm; (t) A + n ((), (5.5) 
where (3^  denotes the channel coefficient which encompasses the effects of reflection 
and channel attenuation, n (t) denotes the complex white Gaussian noise vector, 
with zero-mean and covariance matrix and rrii (t) denotes the baseband 
signal encompassing the user's data a^  [n] (considered to be a narrowband 
signal with respect to the array dimensions). 
Array processing techniques can be employed in estimating the position of the 
transmitting source. However, if the nominal array parameters are used in the 
localisation, it results in source location errors. 
5.2.2 Eigen-Analysis of the Covariance Matrix 
Let the array receive a signal transmitted from the source. By forming the 
second order statistics of the received signal vector {t), 
. A (5.6) 
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and performing an eigendecomposition on RxiXi, the eigenvectors corresponding 
to the signal subspace, E^., and noise subspace, E ,^, can be estimated. The 
eigendecomposition of is given as 
+ 0"n' 0^-1 .2 QT 
2^ 
V-l! 
?H\ , _2 = + (5.7) 
where the eigenvectors are partitioned into the signal and noise eigenvec-
tors, and Xi denotes the signal eigenvalue. 
The manifold vector required for the cahbration can be estimated to within 
an unknown complex value, where 
Ksi = (5.8) 
and ai is an unknown complex value. The vector E^. is the associated eigenvector 
corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of However, the characteristics 
of the first sensor are assumed to be known, thus 
= {6.9) 
-^Sil 
where Eg.^  denotes to the first parameter of the vector E^., i.e. corresponding to 
the reference sensor. 
The model of the manifold vector depicts its dependence on the array refer-
ence point, relative to which the bearings and range of the source as well as the 
array Cartesian coordinates are measured. Let the received signal vector at the 
array reference point, say the first sensor element, be denoted as {t), and the 
manifold vector as The signal eigenvalue, Aji, due to (t), can be estimated 
as follows 
— fimaxil (5.10) 
where 
6maxil ®^ Smax (®a;iiXii) ' (5.11) 
It has been assumed that the noise is isotropic, and the noise power can 
be estimated as 
o-n - eig^^ (%izn) - (5.12) 
Now consider that the reference point is changed from the P ' sensor to the 
sensor, and the signal is received with respect to this new reference point. Prom 
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the array manifold modelling, it can be observed that the array manifold vectors 
and are coUinear vectors of different magnitudes, and are related as follows 
iSii == ( ~ ) " e x p j - y {Pii — PiS j (5.13) 
and 
dii = dik-
In other words, changing the reference point is simply a change in the magnitude 
of the vector, which depends only on the range of the source with respect 
to the two reference points. This implies that the subspace spanned by the 
manifold vectors remain unchanged. However, the signal eigenvalues are related 
to the range of the source as follows [32] 
(5J.5) 
\PnJ 
where i denotes the transmitting source and k denotes the reference sensor. 
Equation 5.15 forms the basis for estimating the source locations. 
5.2.3 Near-Field Source Location Estimation 
Estimate the signal eigenvalues for k — 1 , N , i.e. with the references rotated 
through each sensor. Let 
- 2 i T £ ? = [ K L . . . . K y ' . (5.16) 
where 
{ / # = 1 ^ 1 ^ {5.17) _ 
^il \Pil. 
" - f c Let Tg. denote the coordinates of the source, and r^ . denote the coordinates of 
the k^ ^ sensor. Note that 
= PilN + diag(r^r) - 2r^r,., (5.18) 
and 
2 II ||2 
Pi = ' 
p I = Ills,-2:fc|r = | |£ . j r + ll2:fcll^-2lfcr,,. (5.19) 
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Figure 5.1; Intersecting circles depicting the source location. 
Therefore, 
- 1 ^ ) + 2 ) r,, = diag Hzii ||^  . (5.20) 
Solving for the source range and location is equivalent to finding the intersection 
of the circles formed by Eqn. 5.20. The intersection of two circles would give two 
possible locations, and the solution can be obtained by the intersection with a 
third circle, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Hence, three sets of equations are required 
for the solution, and thus, a minimum oi N — A sensors. 
The source location can be estimated as 
2 - Ivv) [diag ^ . (5.21) 
However, this solution will not hold if N < 4, or for a linear array, such as 
= 0. A general location estimation (which considers these situations) is given 
in Appendix 5.A.I. 
If, however, the parameters ^ are combined with those obtained from the 
estimated manifold vector, the source range can be estimated from 
Pii (Ki ^ ^ (5.22) 
and the required minimum number of sensors can be reduced to N = 3, or N = 2 
with prior knowledge of the source direction. However, there is the risk of not 
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always having accurate gain and phase parameters, if calibration is not performed, 
i.e. ^ = ip. + xp, and hence accurate range estimates will not be obtained in such 
a case. There is also the ambiguity associated with the use of the Z(.) operator. 
5.2.4 Estimating the Array Sensor Location, Gain and 
Phase 
For the purpose of calibration, knowledge of the characteristics of the first sensor 
(as the array reference) and directional reference to the second sensor have been 
assumed. Let = 0, = 0, |lii||^ = 0, and 
p1 = Pii = Iks (5.23) 
Form and estimate the manifold vector (i.e. with respect to the first 
sensor). With estimates of the source location and estimates of the vector 
dj (which gives the range or distance of the transmitting source to each sensor 
element) can be obtained. The vector, d,, can be used to form the equation of 
circles with the sources located at the center. Solving for the array sensor location 
is equivalent to finding the intersection of circular loci, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Due 
to prior array location estimates, the intersection of two circles (two sources) 
should provide the solution. However, for calibration in the presence of location, 
gain and phase errors, more calibration sources may be required. 
The array sensor locations can be estimated from Eqn. (5.18), for M > 3, as 
follows 
[11.1:2,-.-,1:^] = 
2(L,, - r , , ) 
2(1: , , -L, J 
2 k , 
t 
Pi (iiv - & i ) - pI ( l iv - £ 2 ) 
Pi ( i jv - KF) - PI {IN ~ 
Pi ( l # ~ 1^1) - PM (Iat ~ I^M) 
(5.24) 
A general case for M > 2 sources is given as follows (please see Appendix 5.A.2 
for further details). The coordinates can be estimated by solving, 
(5.25) 
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• calibration source 
# sensor position 
where 
Axs = 2 
Ays — 2 
Figure 5.2; Intersecting circles depicting the sensor position. 
(^1 - DF) - (PI - PI) IPF, ..., (^1 - ^M) ~ (PI - PM) IN 
? • • • i i.'^ysi ~ '^ysu) (5.26) 
and the r coordinates are estimated by solving the following quadratic equation, 
Aryl^y + B_ry © + G-ry — Q.N-> 
as 
where 
" 2A^ ^ ^ V —^2/ ^  I , 
M 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
^ + {McsAys) 
i=l 
M 
—ry = ^ 2 
i=l 
M 
i=l 
& , = E ( P ? l » - 4 i ? ) ' ' + ( ( 4 , B = ) ' ) " - 2 U L B . ) 
( 4 . A •ys j ( '^ys-
(5.29) 
Equation 5.28 results in two possible solutions for r and prior knowledge of the 
sensor locations determines 
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Observe, from the manifold vector model, that 
I — ~ Xi® (Pi-N 0 di) , (5.30) 
and 
S t t 
^ (iSi) = ^ (PiiiV ~ di) • (5.31) 
Thus, the array gain can be estimated as 
7j — liSjil Q (dj 0 AilTv) — l^il 0 ^ 1 , (5.32) 
and the array phase parameters can be estimated as 
= / (—»i) "yAi (Iat ~ K±d • (5.33) 
The nominal locations of the array sensor (and source) can be used to ehminate 
any ambiguity in the use of the Z(.) operator. 
5.3 Source-Dependent Large Aperture Array Cal-
ibration 
In this section, a source-dependent large aperture array calibration procedure 
is proposed to estimate the array position, as well as the array gain and phase 
parameters. The method employs the set of equations presented in the previous 
section, in order to investigate the calibration performance by employing external 
sources. Although this method provides improvement in the initial errors, there 
is, however, the burden of the required number of sources. In Section 5.4, a 
calibration method that does not require the use of external sources is presented. 
5.3.1 Calibration Procedure Employing Signals from Near-
Field Sources at Unknown Locations 
Let the array receive a signal transmitted from the source. Estimate the 
signal eigenvalues from the covariance matrix of the received signal, i.e. with the 
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references rotated through each sensor, and form /C .^ Recall that the first sensor 
is regarded as the 'reference' sensor. 
Estimate the manifold vector required for the calibration with respect to the 
first sensor (the array reference) as follows 
exp 
S. i^il 
^Sil 
-E. (5.34) 
where Es^ ^ denotes to the first parameter of the vector i.e. corresponds to 
the reference sensor. 
Initial estimates of the source location can be provided as outlined in Section 
5.2.3. These estimates are used to model the manifold vector which is compared 
with the estimated manifold vector, to check for array errors. If the presence of 
these array errors is detected, calibration is required. 
The estimates of }C^  and the manifold vector ^ can be combined to obtain 
estimates of the source range, and hence estimates for d^ , which gives the distance 
of the transmitting source to each sensor element. 
The ranges of the transmitting sources to the array reference (first sensor) 
can be estimated (for M > 1) as follows (the electrical errors are assumed to be 
non-directional) 
Pll "(ici - In) ~ (£2 -
P21 (^1 — In) Q-n 
— M. 
a : ; 
. Pmi . ( £ 1 — In) Q-n 
q.n 
- ( £ 3 - i a t ) 
Ojv 
0 
'•n 
Q-N 
q-n 
- { k m ~ i a t ) 
t 
x 
_ ~ J 
(5.35) 
Prior estimates of the source location can be used to eliminate any ambiguity in 
the use of the Z(.) operator. 
The gain parameters can be estimated as follows 
m 
7 2 M 
(5.36) 
i=l 
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The phase parameters can be estimated as follows 
ip = 
M (&) + -yA (IN - • (5.37) 
However, the source ranges and phase can be jointly estimated. Let the source 
ranges be denoted by 
-\T 
Pi = Pii) P211 • • •) PM\ 
Then the combined source ranges and phase can be estimated as 
(5.38) 
Pi 
T (^1 ~ iiv) 
Qjv 
0 
•N 
_ t 
ON OjY IN 
" ' 
X ( £ 2 - l iv ) 
Qjv 
Q-N • 
Q-N • X (—M — I N ) liv 
(5.39) 
With estimates of the source ranges, the range to the sensors ^ can be esti-
mated. With more accurate estimates for the source ranges, new source location 
parameters can be estimated as outlined in Appendix 5.A.3. 
The source locations provided by the source ranges p. and the estimated vector 
/Cj can then be employed in estimating the array locations from the estimated 
manifold vector The array location parameters are estimated as detailed in 
Section 5.2.4. The estimation process iterates between estimating the source 
locations and the array locations, until it converges. 
Note that if the array gain and phase, G = diag(7 O exp {ji^) = I, then Eqn. 
5.39 becomes 
T ( ^ 1 ~ ^N) Q-N Q.N 
t 
' ' 
Q-N T ( ^ 2 - IN) 
Pi = ON 
Q.N 
: 
Q-N Q.N • X - I A T ) 
(5.40) 
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The steps in the calibration procedure are outlined as follows: 
1. The signal transmitted from the 1®* source is received at the array. 
2. Perform the eigendecomposition on the covariance matrices of the signal 
received at the array with respect to the different reference points, and 
extract the signal eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
3. Form and estimate the manifold vector. 5, 
•il-
4. Repeat steps 1 — 3 for i = 2 , . . . , M sources (where M is assumed to be 
known). 
5. Estimate the source ranges, Eqn. 5.35 or Eqn. 5.39. 
6. Re-estimate the source locations. Appendix 5.A.3. 
7. Estimate the array sensor locations, Section 5.2.4. 
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7, until convergence or for a fixed number of iterations. 
9. Estimate the phase parameters, Eqn. 5.37 or Eqn. 5.39. 
10. Estimate the gain parameters, Eqn. 5.36. 
5.3.2 Simulation Results 
Calibration results for a six sensor circular array (of half-wavelength spacing) 
with data collected over an observation interval equivalent to 200 data symbols, 
with an SNR of 30 dB. The array errors are less than 10% of the nominal values. 
A minimum of three sources are required to calibrate a six sensor array. Signals 
transmitted from M = 3 sources are employed to calibrate the array. Figures 5.3 
and 5.4 depict the estimated array and source locations errors versus the number 
of iterations, respectively. Observe from the figures that the method improves 
the array location estimates, as well as the source location estimates, by reducing 
the initial errors. 
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5.4 Source-Independent Self-Calibrating Arrays 
In this section, a novel large aperture array self calibration method is proposed 
to estimate the array location, gain and phase parameters, and reduce the initial 
errors under realistic assumptions. The calibration signals are transmitted by the 
surrounding array sensors, hence eliminates the need for an external transmitting 
source. Recall that the first sensor is regarded as the 'reference' sensor, and it 
is assumed that = 0, r^ 2 = 0, 7^ = 1 and = 0. Let 
denote an TV-dimensional column vector with a '1' in the position of the sensor, 
and Vfc = 0, denote an TV-dimensional column vector with a '0' in 
the position of the k*'^  sensor. 
5.4.1 Calibration Initialisation 
Let the sensor transmit a signal received by the other sensors. The signal 
from the transmitting sensor is received at the array with respect to the different 
reference points (rotated through each sensor). Estimate the signal eigenvalues 
from the covariance matrix of the received signal, i.e. with the references rotated 
through each sensor, and form ] ^ . The first sensor is considered the array ref-
erence point, and its parameters are assumed to be known. The manifold vector 
required for the calibration is estimated, with respect to this reference point, as 
3 , = (5.41) 
where En^ denotes to the first parameter of the vector i.e. corresponds to 
the reference sensor. 
Note that if the first sensor transmits, one of the other sensors, say the second, 
is used as the array reference point for estimating the manifold vector. Since it is 
only assumed that the first sensor parameters are known accurately, the resulting 
estimated manifold vector from the signal eigenvector is estimated with respect 
to the 'new' reference, i.e. 
I 
- exp (#k ) 
and k ^ i. 
The calibration signals are obtained by one sensor, the sensor transmitting 
and the signal received by the other sensors. This would result in an ( # - ! ) -
dimensional received signal and manifold vector. However, for continuity, an 
iSifc — ( _ /-J, \ ) iSifc, (5-42) 
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iV—dimensional manifold vector of the signal received at the array is used, and 
is modelled for the sensor as: 
where gk = lk' Gxp {ji>k)- Note that and do. are used interchangeably. 
Likewise, = [ K - n , . . . , , where for k = 1,... ,N, 
f 0 for = z, 
^ V '^1 Pil 
The manifold vector can now be modelled as 
& = diag (VJ (G 0 d j ") 0 exp y P u (]& - . (5.45) 
Only the first sensor characteristics, and one axis of a second sensor, are 
assumed known, the array locations can be estimated with a certain degree of 
uncertainty from d, and p i^- If the locations are in turn used to estimate other 
locations, this uncertainty is transferred. If, however, the array location estimates 
are obtained from their range values to the first and second sensors, which have 
some apriori knowledge, the degree of uncertainty is reduced. The range estimates 
of the sensors to the first and second sensors, dg and can be obtained with 
the first and second sensor transmitting, or a combination of data collected from 
each sensor transmission. 
5.4.2 Self Calibration Method 
Initially, the location estimates are derived from the range estimates only. An 
advantage of this method is that it is applicable when the gain and phase errors 
are direction dependent. Initially, we combine estimates obtained from the various 
sensors transmitting. For each transmitting sensor, i, estimate 
4 = ( 2 J Bi.• • • = ( 2 J [ & ] ) ©rfi> (5.46) 
where 
= [/Ci;,... , (5.47) 
with Ki. derived from estimates obtained when the first sensor transmits, as 
follows 
/Gi. = ( 5 . 4 8 ) 
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Note that = PuJCi and = PuKli.. Let the range ratio vector formed as a 
result of the received signal vector be denoted as £iesti that formed by-
combining data from the other sensors be denoted as £iest2- Thus, 
^iest2 — iL K. ) © E . r (5.49) 
Hence the resulting vector is estimated by combining ^jesti £iest2- Esti-
mate jC ,^ for z = 2, . . . , A/'. 
For the array sensor estimation, we need to estimate dg and d .^ Recall 
= phK^i = \\rI f IN + diag (r^z) - , 
^2 = pIiK^2 = Iks 11^ 1^  + diag (i^r) - 2 f r 2 . 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
The estimates for d^ ^ and are obtained as previously described, then estimate 
P21 and rx2, with the known array location parameters. The known values for 
and the estimated r^, then act as the locations of two sources. The remaining 
array locations can be estimated with the first and second sensor locations as 
known source locations. The estimation process iterates between estimating the 
array locations and updating these estimates, until it converges. 
However, if these estimates are combined with the manifold vector estimates, 
we can eliminate the iterative process. In this case, not all the sensors need to 
transmit for the calibration process. 
In this next stage, we combine estimates of JC^  with estimates of the manifold 
vector 5j. However, this method assumes the array errors are not direction-
dependent. 
Consider, initially, the first and second sensor transmitting. For i = 1,2, i.e. 
with the first and second sensor transmitting, 
(S21k 0 - K l^k) + "02) (5.52) 
resulting in iV —2 equations with 2 unknowns. A solution is obtained if {N — 2) > 
2, and hence jV > 4. Also, in order to obtain a unique solution, and in order to 
estimate the sensor positions without ambiguity, at least two sensors transmit. 
(The nominal locations of the sensor can be used to eliminate any ambiguity in 
the use of the Z(.) operator.) 
Thus, 
p21 V. 
— X (i^ 2 ~ £2)! diag(V2 
(5.53) 
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where 
Vi = diag(Vi) - 0/^ 5 Vi Q.n^ • • • 1 fl. •N 
O2) O2) ^ 
QiV-2i ~"iAr-2i 
Estimate and '02, and solve for from 
^2x( iV-2) (5.54) 
ph = h i f + \\L2f -
as 
' 2:2 rxi ± \ / p i i - {ry2-ryif-
(5.55) 
(5.56) 
Previous knowledge of an estimate of determines the new estimate for 
Furthermore, based on the assumption that r = 0 and = 0, 
X2 = #21- (5.57) 
Next, we estimate ^2 and d-^  since we have the location parameters for the first 
and second sensors. The remaining array locations can be estimated with the 
first and second sensor locations as known source locations. 
Note that each sensor could transmit in turn and the estimated parameters 
are combined to estimate and form and dg, aa described in the previous section. 
However, in this case, where M denotes the 
number of transmitting sensors. 
Let the ranges of the transmitting sensors to the first (reference) be denoted 
as 
r 
P.\~ P21) P311 •••) Pmi ' (5.58) 
and this is also equivalent to d-^ . 
If the data is combined by data transmitted from another sensor, say the 
sensor transmits. The vectors and ^ can be jointly estimated as 
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pi 
ij) 
(i^ 2 - £2) 
mn 
in 
q.n 
MiV 
Ojv Vi 
: diag(V2) 
: diag(V3) 
Mat 
"X O^m ~ Klm) diag(Vji^) 
X 
J 
(5.59) 
However, note that and Pj^  = P2 i^ - Hence, Eqn. (5.59) becomes 
P21 
V' 
- T (Vi -
- T % -
£1) 
^2) 
— ZC3) 
Vi 
diagOdz) 
diag(l^) 
t 
' ' 
2-k k-2m A ) 
A km2 ^ ^ " ^ m ) diag(VM) . _ 
(5.60) 
Next, we estimate ^2 and d^, while the remaining ranges can be estimated 
with P21 and 
The phase parameters have been estimated. For the array gain estimation, if 
the first sensor had transmitted and the manifold vector estimated with respect 
to the second sensor. 
and thus, 
I—121 ~ (7 0 (Pl2 • ijV 0 ^1) ) I 
i2 
diag(Vi)7 = 72 (1^121 0 £ i ) 
^ (d iag (Z^)7 ) . ( | ^ i2 |0^n . 
(5.61) 
(5.62) 
The gain parameters, with the other sensors transmitting, can be estimated as 
follows 
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7 
diag(]^2) 
diag(l^) 
diag(V 
l & l o g 
l & l @ G 
\s.mI © 
(5.63) 
The gain can be estimated from Eqns. 5.61 and 5.63, especially if only the first 
and second sensor transmit. 
However, in terms of the direction of the transmitting sources, the phase 
parameters in the direction of the transmitting source are estimated as 
^ + -j^pi (]& - • (5.64) 
The gain parameters in the direction of the transmitting source are estimated 
from 
1, = WfjG/Cr. (5.65) 
However, in the case of direction-dependent gain and phase, with the first sensor 
transmitting and the second taken as reference 
iii = ^ (ijv - (5.66) 
Ijy = T l a d ^ l l Q ^ l ) ; (5.67) 
and and 7^ 2 are unknown. 
The steps in the calibration procedure are outlined as follows: 
1. The first sensor transmits a signal which is received by the array. 
2. Perform the eigendecomposition on the covariance matrices of the signal 
received at the array with respect to the different reference points, and 
extract the signal eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
3. Form IC^ , and estimate the manifold vector 
4. Repeat steps 1 — 3 for i = 2 , . . . , M. 
5. Estimate the array phase and sensor ranges based on Eqn. 5.60 or 5.59. 
6. Estimate the location of the second sensor, Eqn. 5.56. 
7. Estimate the ranges of the first and second sensor to the other sensors. 
8. Estimate the remaining sensor locations based on Section 5.2.4. 
9. Estimate the gain parameters, Eqn. 5.63.. 
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5.4.3 Simulation Results 
To illustrate the results obtained using the equations derived in the previous 
sections, simulation results are presented for a four sensor array employed to 
collect data over an observation interval equivalent to 200 data symbols. Tables 
5.1 and 5.2 present the results for the array gain and phase parameters before and 
after calibration. In the tables, M denotes the number of transmitting sensors. 
The results corresponding to (M = {N — 1)), denote all the sensors, except the 
first sensor, transmitting. Fig. 5.5 shows the result for the estimated sensor 
positions compared to actual and nominal positions, and also the estimated source 
location before and after calibration, with a SNR of 30 dB. Clearly, the proposed 
approach is able to estimate very accurately the position of the transmitting 
source. 
Initial ra; (M = 2) Tx (M = 3) (M = N) r, (M = (AT - 1)) 
0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.2556 0IW81 0.0034 0.0044 0.0021 
0.3775 -0.0011 -0.0024 -0.0014 -0.0005 
0.2959 -0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0005 -0.0007 
Table 5.1; Array location errors (x-coordinates) before and after cahbration. 
Initial Vy Ty [M - 2) ry(Af = 3) (M = N) 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.9409 0.0080 0.0025 0.0037 0.0010 
0.9921 0.0099 0.0057 0.0063 0.0038 
Table 5.2: Array location errors (y-coordinates) before and after cahbration. 
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present the results for the array gain and phase parameters 
before and after cahbration. It can be observed that this method improves the 
initial error estimates, and improves the performance of the array system. 
Initial 7 7 (M = 2) 7 (M = AT) •7 (M = AT — 1) 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0614 -0.0009 -0.0015 -0.0025 
0.0508 -0.0033 -0.0027 -0.0017 
0.1692 -0.0019 -0.0020 -0.0019 
Table 5.3: Gain errors before and after calibration. 
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Figure 5.5: Array sensor and source locations before and after calibration. 
Initial ip (in degs.) i/, (M = 2) (M = W) { M = N - I ) 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-1.5893 -0.5873 -0J.8M (11727 
5.4750 0.2550 0.4683 0.2798 
-9.3700 -0.5995 -0.2791 -0.2441 
Table 5.4: Phase errors before and after calibration. 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, novel calibration techniques capable of handling array loca-
tion, gain and phase uncertainties simultaneously, have been proposed for large 
aperture arrays. The techniques include both source-independent and source-
dependent calibration techniques. The methods employ the array manifold vector 
model based on spherical wave propagation, and an eigenvalue and eigenvector 
analysis of the received signal covariance matrix. The approach is based on an 
analysis of the ratio of signal eigenvalues, and a relationship between the source 
ranges and the signal eigenvalues is obtained by repeatedly selecting an alterna-
tive reference point for data collection. Array calibration techniques employed, 
estimate the array manifold vector, as well as the array location, gain and phase 
parameters. Simulation results depict the performance of the technique. The 
proposed calibration techniques reduce the initial errors, under realistic assump-
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tions, and also increase the accuracy of conventional positioning schemes that 
rely on apriori knowledge of initial position estimates, which have an unknown 
degree of perturbations and result in positioning errors. 
5. A Appendices 
5.A.1 Near-Field Source Range and Location Estimation 
Solving for the source locations, based on 
W - Ijv) Pi + 2 - K M ) L,. = diag (i^i) - /C? ||a||^ . (5.68) 
For N > 4: sensors, 
The source location can be estimated as 
p1 
2 (l^ - , {Ki - IN) 1 ^ [diag {F£) - iQ | |n ||^ ] . (5.69) 
Alternatively, by expanding and rewriting Eqn. 5.68, and taking the difference of 
parameters obtained with the sensor from that with the 2"^ sensor to eliminate 
pI, solve for the source location as follows 
r . , = 
'^xsi, fysi 
— 2 - 1]^) - [ic^ - - (/C| - l) 
X [ ( £ i - Ijv) 112^211^  ~ - ^i2^N) Ikiir ~ (J^ i2 ~ l) diag ( l ^ l ) ] • (5.70) 
For N >3 sensors 
An estimate of the manifold vector or prior knowledge (or an estimate) of the 
source direction/location is required for N = 3 sensors. 
The Txsi coordinate is estimated 
xsi — hxrki £^yrki'ysi 
= " {^^xrKi^ yrK.^ ''''ysi-, (5-71) 
where 
^ [{ ~ ijv) (llrsll^ - lllllH } 
- { K - 1 ) }] 
= [(£• - l^r) - (£• - KI^In) lln 11^  - (^i2 - 1) diag (r^i)] ,(5.72) 
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and 
= 2 
- iiv) (2:2 - - [{^i2 ~ 
2 [{ki - in) 1-2 ~ (£i - t i ~ {^i2 ~ 1) 
—xrKi' —yrICi (5.73) 
with 
axrici — 2 [[jc^ - i p f ) r i 2 - {kii - r z i - ( / C | - l ) r^.] , 
Ar/Ct ^ ^ [i^i ~ i^) ^3/2 ~ i^i ~ ^i2iiv) - {^i2 ~ l) Ly] • (5.74) 
The rys^  coordinate is estimated by substituting r^g. in Eqn. 5.68, and solving 
the quadratic equation 
•^rysi^ysi ^rysil^ysi + c^rysi (5.76) 
as 
where 
— 2A 
rysi 
brysi i ^rysi j , (5.76) 
n 
A 
•rysi 
a rysi 
a rysi 
fc=2 
n 
k~2 
k=2 
= [{'•»» ~ ~ ~ l) } 
-k - aa^tc-
= E [{ K - 1) - 4 ^ 1 ] + { 2 ^ % . (r. . - K i r . , ) } 
K l l a i r - l l a f } ] . (5.77) 
with ABjjCi = ^xrKi^rKi AA^Ki = This results in two possible 
solutions for rys ,^ and prior knowledge of the sensor locations/directions or an 
estimate of the manifold vector, determines r^g.. 
An alternative solution is 
^J/Si ( —rysi ^ \l —rySi ^^rysi ® —rysi 2A 
2—rysi ( ^rysi ^ \/—rySi ^—rysi ^ Q-rysi (5.78) 
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where 
-rysi 
B. 
•rysi 
= 2 
a 
rysi 
For Ly = Q. 
~ In) (^ 1 + 
[ly - k^ifyi] - I {]q - I t v ) } 
- I (ix - AA j^Ci j , 
- IN) I + |2A5^/Cj (r^. - )C^ 
l l l i f -d i ag (V^ l )} ] . 
rxi 
(5.79) 
Note that for = 0, this means AyriCi = G, and A y^^ . — — 1^], hence 
(5.80) l^xsi — :^xrlci^rki > 
and 
or 
' ysi i \/ a^ysiq-rysi 1 
- (lo: - rssdw)' 
(5.81) 
(5.82) 
N 
Likewise, Arysi = (/C? — l), and hence 
k=2 
V . = ± . ' 
A. rysi 
or 
= 
y^i ~ n - 1 ik V Xk iiv) 
(5.83) 
(5.84) 
&=2 
This gives two possible solutions. However, prior knowledge (or an estimate) of 
the source direction/location determines the right source location. If an estimate 
is not available, the source location can be determined by comparison with the 
estimated manifold vector. 
For n = 2 sensors, 
If, however, the parameters JC^  are combined with those obtained from the 
estimated manifold vector, the source range can be estimated from 
A 
Pti In) ~ 27r 
z-s^ — (5.85) 
and, hence d^ . The required minimum number of sensors can be reduced to 
n = 2 with prior knowledge of the source direction. However, there is the risk 
of not always having accurate gain and phase parameters, if calibration is not 
performed. 
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5.A.2 Array Sensor Location Estimation 
Estimate the manifold vector, (with respect to the first sensor), and form K,^ . 
With estimates of the source locations and /Cj, estimates of the vector (which 
gives the range or distance of the transmitting source to each sensor element) can 
be obtained. 
For M >3 sources 
The array sensor locations can be estimated from Eqn. (5.18) as 
[11,12.--riv] 
(diag(£^l))^ 
- 1 
t 
22:^ 2, - 1 
"^-sm - 1 
- 1 
t 
2162, - 1 
- 1 
{piin ~ ^1) 
(pIIjv ~ ^2) 
{pmin ~ i u ) 
Pi {In ~ I^i) 
P2 {IN ~ ^2) 
Pm {IN ~ £m) 
(5.86) 
In order to eliminate the term diag(£^r), take the difference of the source 
from that of the 1®* source, and then 
[ii,r2) •••jZijv] — 
- E . , ) 
2fe. . 
2 f c . 
2(1;,. 
2 f c . 
2 {Lsi 
(PI ~ PI) In ~~ Wi ~ ^2) 
(PI ~ PV) ijv ~ Wi ~ ds) 
(Pi - Pm) ijv - ~ ^m) 
P i (ijv - £1) - pi (ijv - £2) 
Pi (Iat - iCj) - pI (1^ - / ^ ) 
Pi (iiv - £1) ~ Pm (liv - K^m) 
. (5.87) 
For M >2 sources 
The £3, coordinates are estimated by solving, 
[ / ^ st 
u = [4L (B. - 4 , 4 ) ] = ( 4 A ) - ( 4 L 4 . ) r . (5.88) 
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where 
= 2 
Ays — 2 
— {Pi — PDInj •••! P i f ) i 
0^231 ^352) ) • • • > '^xsm) 
ixysi '^ys2^ 1 • • • ) (^ysi '^ysu) 
•n 
and the r coordinates are estimated by solving the quadratic equation 
+ Rry ® + G-ry ~ GiVi 
as 
where 
r z=z 
^ 2A 
-Rry ^ J Wry- ^AyCry 
(5.89.) 
(5.90) 
(5.91) 
m 
-^ ry — 1 + {:^ xsAys} 
i=l 
m 
—ry ~ — |(iiL®s) (AL^j/s)| 
i=l 
m 
gry = ^ \{piln - ^ ) ^ + ~ 2 (A^^B^) 
fysi 
1=1 
r.xs.- (5.92) 
Equation 5.91 results in two possible solutions for Vy, and prior knowledge of the 
sensor locations determines 
For = Om 
For the special case where = 0^ ,^ this results in Ay^  = 0^_i and JB^ y — 0^. 
Hence 
and 
Alternatively, 
ZIz = 
± i / - 4 A ^ 
•ry 
2A ry 
1 ^ 
4 = - ( ix - rxsilny 
i=l 
(5.93) 
(5.94) 
(5.95) 
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5.A.3 Near-Field Source Location Estimation II 
In this section, the source location is estimated when estimates of the source 
range and hence d^, are available from combining )C^  and the manifold vector 
Recall 
(5.96) 
Solving for the source location is equivalent to finding the intersection of the 
circles with equations Eqn.5.96. 
For N >3 sensors 
The range Pj is known, and and = 0, | |rj |^ = 0, and = pf = ||rg. ||^. 
Therefore, 
[diag (r^r) + p-ljv - . (5.97) 
^ysi 
For N >2 sensors 
Prior knowledge or an estimate of the source direction /location is required. 
By expanding and rewriting Eqn. 5.96, and taking the difference of parameters 
obtained with the sensor from that with the 2"^ sensor to eliminate p?, solve 
for: 
l^xsi) '^ysi 
= 2 \ f - i ^ r [ ] ^ [(diag ( f r ) - WZif l^v) + ( p - - ^ ) ] 
The coordinate can be estimated as 
'^XSi —XT i—r. :^yr'^ysi 
(5.98) 
(5.99) 
ysii 
where 
= [diag (r^i) + p-iiv - d^] , 
axr ~ 2 [r^ , — ) 
ayr ~ 2 [r^ — • (5.100) 
(Note that for = 0, then Aj. = 2^^ and = 2r^, Ay^  = 2r^). 
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The rys^  coordinate is estimated by solving the quadratic equation, 
•^rysi^ysi ^rysifysi ~t" crysi 0, 
as 
rysi 
brysi ^ v ^rysi ^-^ysfirysi ) , 
(5.101) 
(5.102) 
where 
N 
^rysi - ^ + {AirAyr) 
k=l 
N 
Brysi = ^ 2 {M:rAyr) } ~ ''j/fc " 1 { {AIt)^ (Ayr © | 
k=l 
N 
crysi ~ 
k=l 
Izifcll^  - C^ifc + {A^xrRr. ] + 
An alternative solution is 
arysi^ysi s.rysi^ysi q-rysi 0, 
(5.103) 
(5.104) 
where 
Tysi - ( -B^ysi ± VRlysi " ^Aysi © Q-rySi ) © '^Aysf 
n^rysi ( —rysi ^ \JM-rysi ^Arysi © ^rysi 1 ) (5.105) 
with 
A 
S-rysi = 2 
c = 
—rysi 
For Ly=Q. 
In (l + {:^xrAyr) ) 
{Lx (AlrAyr) } - ZLy - ijv I (Mr) ^ [Ayr © ^ r , ) } 
(diag (r^i) - d-) + Ijv ~ (5.106) 
Note that for — 0, this means Ay^  = 0, and 
txsi — :^xr^r.' 
Solve for the coordinate by substituting Xgi in Eqn. 5.96, then 
- - ^xky 
n 
ysi jy 
k=2 
Alternatively, 
^ - (lo: - 1;^ )^  -
(5.107) 
(5.108) 
(5.109) 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Further Work 
The purpose of this research has been motivated by the ever increasing need for 
array systems that operate with high rehability and robust performance, higher 
than available hitherto. The desired outcome was to propose a new set of tech-
niques for handling the problem of array uncertainties/errors in antenna array 
systems, and most importantly, for estimating the array location, gain, phase 
and mutual coupling errors simultaneously. 
In conclusion, each chapter is summarised, and the main contributions and 
suggestions for possible future directions are outlined. 
6.1 Thesis Summary and Conclusions 
Chapter 2 introduced the modelhng of the array systems considered in this thesis, 
and also the concept of the array manifold vector. The array manifold vector was 
modelled based on plane wave and spherical wave propagation, depicting signals 
received from far-field and near-field sources, respectively. This vector was then 
extended to include the presence of array errors investigated in this work (namely 
array location, gain, phase and errors due to mutual coupling). This chapter also 
included the received signal vector model, and an eigendecomposition analysis 
on the covariance matrix in order to estimate the signal and noise subspaces, 
which were used as a basis for the parameter estimation. The effects of array 
uncertainties on the direction finding capabilities of an array was illustrated, and 
an example was given of the effects on direction-based source localisation in a 
wireless sensor network. 
It was shown that in the presence of array errors, the DOAs are wrongly 
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estimated and hence the locations of the sources are incorrect. Thus, highhghting 
the need for calibration. 
In Chapter 3, array calibration in a multipath CDMA environment was investi-
gated and novel calibration techniques were proposed. The calibration techniques 
are capable of handling array location, gain and phase uncertainties simultane-
ously, as well as mutual coupling, for asynchronous CDMA array systems in the 
presence of multipath. The proposed techniques employed the concept of the 
STAR manifold vector, and the multipath signals were used as the calibration 
signals. Subspace based channel estimation techniques were employed to provide 
initial estimates of the path delay and directions. Initially, calibration meth-
ods based on optimisation techniques were investigated, however, this included 
a small error assumption for the array location errors. The next stage involved 
investigating manifold vector based calibration techniques, where estimates of 
the manifold vector were obtained from the channel estimation process, and this 
method was shown to give a better performance, and could also handle larger 
errors, than the previous method. The mutual coupling effects were investigated 
based on a model of the MCM. The STAR manifold vector was also extended 
by modelling it based on a first order Taylor series approximation. The per-
formance of manifold vector based techniques, employing two different subspace 
based channel estimation methods, were also compared. 
From the calibration and simulation studies, it was concluded that the cal-
ibration results are improved when the algorithm initialises with the manifold 
vector based calibration and improves on the initial array parameter estimates 
by applying the optimisation based methods for small array errors. Simulation 
results showed that the initial array errors, and those due to mutual coupling 
were greatly improved, as well as the errors in the direction estimates. 
Also in Chapter 3, a novel non-iterative gain and phase calibration method 
was proposed. 
Chapter 4 tackled antenna array calibration in MIMO array communication 
systems, considering array location, gain and phase uncertainties simultaneously. 
A MIMO array system was modelled, which included both the transmitter and 
receiver array manifolds. The effects of the array errors were illustrated on DOD 
and DOA estimation techniques. Initially, the Rx array calibration was investi-
gated, based on the DOAs of the received signals. The investigation was then 
extended to consider both Tx and Rx array calibration, for the case when there 
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were available MIMO channel estimates. It was shown that the Tx and Rx arrays 
could be calibrated based on the techniques presented in Chapter 3. Simulation 
results illustrated the performance of the methods. 
In conclusion, it was shown that the methods reduced initial array errors, as 
well as errors in the direction estimates, and hence, improved the performance 
of the MIMO system. Furthermore, the methods presented in the chapter could 
also be used as a framework for further investigations on the calibration of MIMO 
array systems. 
In Chapter 5, novel calibration techniques capable of handling array location, 
gain and phase uncertainties simultaneously, were proposed for large aperture 
arrays. The calibration methods employed the concept of the array manifold 
vector based on spherical wave propagation for near-field sources. An eigenvalue 
and eigenvector analysis of the received signal covariance matrix was used to 
estimate the manifold vector, as well as to obtain a relationship between the 
transmitting source distances to each of the sensors. Based on these estimates, 
calibration methods were devised to estimate the array parameters and source 
location. Source-dependent and source-independent calibration methods were 
investigated. The proposed source-dependent techniques employed the use of sig-
nals transmitted from near-field sources, while the proposed source-independent 
techniques employed the use of signals transmitted by the array sensors. It was 
shown that the array could be cahbrated based on the use of the range ratio 
estimates combined with estimates of the manifold vector. Simulation results 
illustrated the performance of the proposed methods. 
In conclusion, the proposed calibration techniques were shown to estimate 
(to near accuracy) the array errors. The methods were also shown to increase 
the accuracy of conventional positioning schemes that rely on apriori knowledge 
of initial position estimates, which have an unknown degree of perturbations 
and result in positioning errors. In addition, the source-independent methods 
illustrated that a large aperture array can be calibrated without the need for 
external sources. 
6.2 List of Contributions 
The contributions of this work are summarised as follows 
• Modelling of the array manifold vector, based on plane wave and spherical 
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wave propagation, and the extension to include the presence of the array 
errors investigated in this thesis, namely location, gain and phase errors, 
and errors due to mutual coupling (Chapter 2). 
• Illustrating the effects of array uncertainties on the direction finding capa-
bilities of an array system, and the effects on direction-based source locali-
sation in a WSN (Chapter 2). 
• Modelling of the STAR manifold vector in the presence of array uncertain-
ties, i.e. extending the array manifold vector, with the array uncertainties, 
to a multipath DS-CDMA environment (Chapter 3). 
• Extension of the STAR manifold vector, modelled based on a first order 
Taylor series approximation for small errors (Chapter 3). 
• Proposal of novel calibration techniques, for application in a multipath DS-
CDMA environment, which consider all the array errors simultaneously 
(Chapter 3). 
• Proposal of methods to reduce the search time during the calibration process, 
both for the path delays, and the direction estimates (Chapter 3). 
• Proposal of a novel non-iterative gain and phase calibration technique, em-
ploying sources/signals at unknown directions (Chapter 3). 
• Proposal of a framework for calibration in MIMO array systems, also con-
sidering the array errors simultaneously (Chapter 4). 
• MIMO Rx array calibration technique (Chapter 4). 
• MIMO Rx and Tx array calibration methods, based on available channel 
estimates (Chapter 4). 
• Proposal of novel source-dependent large aperture array calibration tech-
niques, employing the use of signals transmitted from near-by sources, and 
capable of handling array location, gain and phase uncertainties simultane-
ously (Chapter 5). 
• Proposal of novel source-independent large aperture array cahbration tech-
niques, employing the use of signals transmitted by the array sensors, and 
capable of handling array location, gain and phase uncertainties simultane-
ously (Chapter 5). 
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6.3 Further work 
Much research remains to be done before these methods may serve as general tools 
for handling array processing systems. They do, however, provide an interesting 
basis on which to continue. 
• In Chapter 3, we considered array calibration in a multipath CDMA envi-
ronment, while in Chapter 5 the calibration of a large aperture array was 
considered. A possible future direction is to consider large aperture array 
calibration in a DS-CDMA environment using near-field sources. 
• In Chapter 4, we considered MIMO array calibration. The methods pre-
sented provide a framework for further analysis into the problem of array 
errors and array calibration in MIMO systems. A possible direction, also, 
is to combine these methods with those in Chapter 3 to consider MIMO 
array calibration in a multiuser CDMA environment. 
• In this thesis, the signals used in the calibration techniques are based on a 
point source assumption, i.e. the signals arriving at the array are treated 
as originating from point sources. However, in practical wireless commu-
nication systems, these signals undergo multiple reflections before reaching 
the array and hence suffer localised scattering, angular dispersion and dif-
fraction. This could result in diffusion of the signal, and hence, each signal 
arrives at the array through a narrow angular region, as a sub-cluster. Thus, 
a possible direction is to consider difl:used multipath signals in the calibra-
tion procedure. 
• Also, in this thesis, the calibration sources are assumed to be stationary 
(during the observation interval). Therefore, a possible direction is to con-
sider calibration techniques for non-stationary array manifolds. The cali-
bration methods can also be used to provide a framework for other forms 
of errors leading to time-varying array manifolds, such as due to angular 
motion, Doppler effects (frequency drift) or sensor movement in towed array 
applications. 
• In Chapters 3 and 4, the array errors are assumed to be non-directional. 
It could also be beneficial to consider caUbration in the case of directional 
errors. 
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• In this thesis, we have considered SC-CDMA systems. The MC-CDMA 
modulation and multiple-access techniques draw on the concepts of SC-
DS-CDMA combined with the idea of transmitting signals in parallel over 
multiple subcarriers. This could provide an extra layer for the calibration 
analysis. 
• In this thesis, we have not considered the issue of robustness. The problem 
of uncertainties can also be tackled by robust methods, i.e. methods that 
mitigate the effect of calibration errors on the array processing algorithms 
(without identifying the errors). 
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